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Abstract

Distinct risks are typically insured separately. A single ’aggregate’ contract

that pays more when many shocks occur simultaneously, but less when positive

shocks self-insure negative shocks, is welfare enhancing absent moral hazard.

However, an aggregate contract discourages diversification, leading to a novel

insurance-incentive trade-off. We study this in the US Federal Crop Insur-

ance Program (FCIP), where farmers can choose the ’scope’ of their policy -

whether to insure each field separately, or all fields of the crop as an aggregate

unit. We analyze reforms in the FCIP that changed the scope of insurance,

and provide evidence for moral hazard on diversification. After a large increase

in the premium subsidy for aggregate policies, farmers moved from separate to

aggregate policies, and they reduced crop diversity, reduced irrigation, farmed

less land, conserved more land, and insured price risk - all reducing the diver-

sification of risk they face. This increased the variance of farm yield by 6% to

40%, depending on the crop. We estimate that the fiscal externality from the

reduction in diversification was $3-$4, which outweighed approximately $1 of

increased insurance value from aggregate insurance. Conversely, after correc-

tive reforms that de-aggregated the scope of insurance, farmers increased crop

diversity. More generally, we discuss how scope has widespread relevance in

insurance design.
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1 Introduction

We face a wide variety of risks in our lives: health shocks cause uncertain medical

spending and income loss; natural disasters damage property, lives and businesses.

Yet the insurance that we buy against those risks is typically fragmented: it covers

spending on health, or risks to income, but not both. A planner who wants to

insure consumption would prefer that an individual who has a car accident receives

a higher payout if they also lose their job than if they are employed, since marginal

utility is higher. Similarly, if there are simultaneous positive and negative shocks,

the latter is implicitly ’self-insured’ by the former, and the optimal policy need not

pay out very much. This interaction cannot occur when risks are insured separately.

For this reason, absent moral hazard, the first-best policy has broad ’scope’: many

or all risks to consumption should be insured in a single ’aggregate’ contract.

Does the scope of a contract induce moral hazard? Relative to separate policies, an

aggregate policy distorts the incentive to diversify risk. Diversification makes it less

likely that all risks occur simultaneously, and more likely that some do and some

don’t. By construction, an aggregate policy pays relatively more in the former state

of the world and less in the latter. As a result, incentives to diversify are weakened

in an aggregate policy. Precisely because of the insurance, the insured does not bear

all the costs of their (lack of) action, and diversify less than is socially optimal. This

is the familiar insurance/incentive trade-off, but on the novel dimension of scope:

once more insurance is provided in a state of the world, actions are taken to make

that state more likely, without regard to the insurer’s cost.

This moral hazard takes multiple forms and occurs in many settings. Diversification

can be distorted ex-ante: in crop insurance, farmers can plant a diverse mixture of

crops, or partially irrigate their farm, or farm more land, all to ensure that even if one

risk realizes, they don’t all do so. Diversification can be distorted ex-post: in health

insurance with a family deductible, the cost to the first family member getting sick

is increased (as the family deductible is higher than an individual deductible), but

if one member uses medical care this lowers the marginal price for the other family

members. In both cases, an aggregate (or family) contract incentivizes actions that

make all risks realize (or not) in lock-step. These actions are chosen without regard

to the impact on costs, and hence are suboptimal. These actions need not change

mean risk, just make it less likely that something goes wrong, and more likely that
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everything or nothing does.

We begin by formalizing these insights theoretically. We set up a general model

of multiple risks and arbitrary correlation between them, without any parametric

assumptions, in which a planner is setting the scope of the insurance policy. We have

three results. First, absent moral hazard, aggregate policies are first-best. Second,

if the farmer can take an action that increases the diversification among their fields,

their incentives to do so are weaker under an aggregate policy than under a separate

policy. Third, the fiscal externality due to the (lack of) diversification is higher in an

aggregate policy than a separate policy.This is distinct from classical moral hazard,

in which the mean risk is affected. This model and its core implications - aggregate

insurance is first-best, but causes reduced diversifying actions, increasing correlation

across risk and the variance of total risk - are applicable to a wide variety of settings

in which the scope of policy needs to be set by a planner or insurer.

We study the empirical prediction of our model in the context of the Federal Crop

Insurance Program (FCIP). The FCIP is a government run and financed insurance

program that protects farmers against any hazard to their crops. In the FCIP,

farmers can enroll their fields into separate or aggregate policies.1 The former insures

each field independently, the latter insures total yield for a given crop. Different

crops are never insured together, so that the choice is between each corn field having

its own contract, or all corn entering one aggregate contract, but neither of these

will interact with insurance on wheat.2 The FCIP also gives farmers large subsidies

toward their insurance premia, between 50 and 85% of the premium depending on

coverage level. The premium and subsidy percentage depend on the farmer’s choice

of separate or aggregate scope. The FCIP has made multiple policy changes that

affect the scope of insurance.

In 2009, the subsidy for aggregate insurance increased to be, on average, 16% higher

than the subsidy for separate insurance.3 The aim was to encourage participation in

aggregate policies. The subsidy was designed to be budget neutral - a farm swapping

from separate to aggregate insurance should not cost the government more to insure

1In the official terminology, aggregate units are known as ’enterprise’ units, and separate units
are ’optional’ units.

2Although the FCIP introduced whole-farm policies, in which all crops are insured together,
there is essentially no benefit to enrolling in these relative to an aggregate policy for each crop, and
take-up has been close to zero.

3This increase in subsidy for aggregate policies ranged from 13-22% depending on coverage level.
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and subsidize.

We use two complementary empirical strategies to evaluate the effects of this reform.

First, using farm-level data from a long-running USDA survey, we can compare the

changes in farm insurance choices, specific diversifying actions (crop diversity, the

size of the farm, the insurance of price risk and irrigation) and total yield, pre-

and post- reform, within farms that swapped to aggregate insurance to farms that

remained in separate. Second, using the universe of insurance information, at a

county-crop level, we can compare insurance choices and diversifying actions among

crops treated with the policy change to crops that were not treated. Whenever

possible, we implement both approaches and find economically identical results.

The 2009 subsidy increase had a large effect on the scope of insurance. In the

raw time series and in a between-crop comparison, we find that 25% of insured

acres moved from separate to aggregate insurance. We do not find any effects on

total acres insured, indicating that the effect is driven by previously insured farms

swapping to aggregate, not new farms entering the program.

As the scope of insurance was broadened, farmers took fewer actions to diversify

the risk on their farm. This caused the variance of the total yield of treated crops

- corn, wheat and soy - to increase after the policy change on farms that swapped

to aggregate insurance, relative to farms that remained in separate. Using this

difference-in-differences design, we find that the standard deviation for farms that

swapped increased by 10, 27 and 33% for soy, corn and wheat respectively, more

than for farms that remained in separate insurance. Since more diversified farms are

less likely to have extreme total yield outcomes, this shows that farms that swapped

to aggregate insurance diversified less.

We analyze changes to specific farming practices that lead to the increase in variance

of yield. First, as the scope of insurance was broadened, crop diversity decreased

by up to 17%. Planting a mixture of crop species or sub-species diversifies the risk

a farm faces, but is more profitable in a separate policy.We study diversity within

wheat. There are four sub-species of wheat recognized by the FCIP: winter, spring,

durum and khorasan. Winter wheat is high-yield and high-risk: it is planted in the

fall and must survive the winter; spring wheat is lower yield and lower risk: it is

planted in the spring and need not survive the winter; khorasan and durum are low-

yield but hardier and drought resistant varieties. Following the 2009 reform, farms

that moved from separate to aggregate insurance moved to a less diverse mixture
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of wheat, relative to those that remained in separate insurance, consistent with the

theoretical predictions.

Second, as the scope of insurance was broadened, the proportion of the farm irrigated

fell by 6%. Irrigation is an important but costly form of self-insurance against

drought, a hazard that can affect an entire farm at once. Irrigating some or all of a

farm increases the mean yield and diversifies the risk profile of the farm, as no longer

will the entire farm succeed or fail with variation in rainfall. Irrigating one field and

not the other is profitable in separate insurance, where the failure of the latter need

not impact the success of the former. But not in aggregate insurance. This explains

why, as farmers moved to aggregate policies, they reduced the proportion of their

farm that was irrigated by 6%.

Third, as the scope of insurance was broadened, 44% of acres moved from yield to

revenue coverage. In addition to choosing separate or aggregate policies, farmers can

choose to yield (quantity) coverage or revenue (price ˆ quantity) coverage. Since

crop price risk is perfectly correlated across fields, there is a natural complementarity

between aggregate insurance and revenue coverage - including price risk makes a loss

on all fields simultaneously more likely. This interaction between revenue coverage

and aggregate insurance is not priced in, and so farms that swapped to revenue

coverage after moving to aggregate insurance increased the fiscal cost of the program.

Fourth, as the scope of insurance was broadened, farmers who swapped to aggregate

policies rented out 10-20% less land and increased their participation in conservation

programs by 10%. Having a larger farm is a natural method of diversifying risk.

Any particular hazard is less widespread if many other fields are farmed. Moreover,

the FCIP regulations state that any acreage in a county that a farmer has a financial

interest in is included in that farmer’s aggregate unit. This includes fields rented

out for a fixed cash payment, in which the owner will never receive any share of the

output, but which will be included in their insurance indemnity payout. For both

of these reasons, following the 2009 subsidy increase, farmers rented out less land

and enrolled it in conservation programs, reducing diversification.

We evaluate the welfare impact of the 2009 reform. On the benefit side, we estimate

that aggregate policies deliver at most $1 per acre of extra insurance value, relative to
separate policies (the average farmer paid premium is approximately $20 per acre).

We use a parsimonious model in which the high-dimensional joint distribution of

farm yield is reduced to three states: all fields fail, some fields fail, no fields fail.
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Aggregate policies pay more in the former and latter states, separate policies more

in the middle state. Using pre-reform data, we estimate the probabilities and payoffs

in each of the states of the world. Using the known premium and payout differences

between the policies, we compute changes in farmer wealth in the three states of the

world - assuming the probabilities do not change (i.e. assuming no moral hazard).

Given the changed payoffs, we compute the change in willingness-to-pay for an

aggregate policy in an expected utility framework. We estimate (an upper bound

of) $1 per acre of extra insurance value.

We study the fiscal costs of moral hazard induced by farmer behavioral changes.

Despite the subsidy increase designed to be budget neutral, we show, in the raw time

series, that fiscal cost of aggregate policies was approximately $8.50 per acre higher

than separate policies in the post-reform period. We distinguish genuine moral

hazard (causing an efficiency loss through ’burnt money’) from simply mispriced

premia or overly generous subsidies (which are transfers from the government to

the farmer). We demonstrate that the farmer behavioral changes described above

- crop diversity, irrigation, revenue coverage and land use - account for $3-$4.50
per acre of the increased fiscal cost. Hence, we conclude that the efficiency costs of

moral hazard due to changed farmer actions are markedly higher than the estimated

insurance benefits.

Recognizing the drawbacks of the initial 2009 policy change, there were subsequent

reforms in 2015 and 2022 that partially ’de-aggregated’ the aggregate policies. In

2015, instead of irrigated and non-irrigated acreage entering into a single unit, they

were split into distinct aggregate policies. This muted the incentive to distort irri-

gation choices, because no longer would a successful irrigated crop detract from an

insurance payout on a failed non-irrigated crop. As a result of this ’de-aggregation’,

the amount of irrigation increased by 1-2% - as much as it fell by in 2009. Simi-

larly, in 2022, instead of all types of wheat being combined into one policy, each

type of wheat could be insured in distinct aggregate policies. A farmer in aggregate

insurance could now benefit from one type of wheat succeeding without impacting

payouts on failed types. We find this almost entirely reversed the distortion in di-

versity choices by farmers caused by the 2009 reform: In 2022 diversity rose by 14%,

relative to the 17% fall after 2009.

The design of contract scope and the implications for moral hazard on correlation

are applicable beyond crop insurance. Analogous scope dimensions include: family
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vs individual cost-sharing in health insurance; separate vs combined cost-sharing

for different categories of medical expenses (inpatient, outpatient, drugs); insuring

weekly vs yearly vs lifetime income through the tax and transfer system; family vs

individual means-testing for unemployment insurance; insuring job loss vs income

loss. In all these cases, the risk can be defined at differing degrees of aggregation.

Often, but not universally, the aggregate quantity (e.g. total medical expenditure,

family income) directly enters welfare. But the moral hazard incentive to reduce

diversification of risk under aggregate contracts remains, and can provide a rationale

for separate contracts.

Literature Review. We contribute to multiple literatures. First, there is an

extensive and long-standing literature studying the optimal scale of insurance as

balanced against moral hazard (e.g. Holmström (1979), Baily (1978), Chetty (2006)

and many subsequent papers). Recently, Marone and Sabety (2022) and Ho and

Lee (2020) extend the study of scale to the optimal design of a vertical menu of

contracts that cover more or less of a risk. In terms of the ’horizontal’ design of

contracts, Solomon (2024b) studies how bundling different policies together can mit-

igate the market failure from adverse selection, Nguyen (2018) analyzes the welfare

impacts of forcing family enrollment, while a number of papers4 study the impact

of health insurance design on the type of consumers attracted. This paper studies

a comparable insurance/incentive trade-off on the margin of scope.

Second, there have been numerous5 studies of the effects of changes in the FCIP

4For example, Ho and Lee (2019), Shepard (2022)), Lavetti and Simon (2018).
5Smith and Goodwin (1996) document a link between crop insurance and chemical input use,

with insured farms spending about $4 less on inputs than non-insured farms. Deryugina and Konar
(2017) show that 1% higher crop insurance acreage increases water withdrawals for irrigation by
0.2%. Annan and Schlenker (2015) show that crop insurance reduces farmers incentives to adapt
to extreme heat, with insured corn and soybeans about 50% more sensitive to extreme heat than
uninsured corn and soy. Huang et al. (2018) show that farmers adapt their crop choices to private
information on soil health in the period prior to planting and insurance choice deadlines, and
exploit the exclusion of this information by the crop insurance program. Wang et al. (2021) find
that crop insurance participation is generally associated with lower yield and higher variability of
yield. O’Donoghue et al. (2009) find that increased crop insurance subsidies lead to more farm
specialization and moderately higher efficiency, but that the gains far lower than subsidy cost.
Cornaggia (2013) finds a causal link between the expansion of insurance and productivity. The
papers cited typically use annual measures of crop yield published by the National Agricultural
Statistics Service which are collected from a select sample of farms. They are noisy and do not
cohere with the crop insurance data, the universe of which is available every year. Analyses using
NASS yield data are often sensitive to choices necessary to ensure alignment with crop insurance
data (e.g. whether to censor counties for which acres insured erroneously exceeds acres planted).
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on farmer risk-mitigation behaviours such as chemical input use, water usage, crop

choice, farm specialization that lead to changes in overall productivity. The most

closely related work is Bulut (2020), which analyzes the 2008 subsidy to aggregate

insurance and exhibits time series evidence on the take-up of aggregate insurance.

Their evidence on take-up is consistent with our causal analysis in figure 14.

There is a related literature studying the projected changes in the spatial concentra-

tion of agricultural risk due to climate change. Klosin and Vilgalys (2022) estimate

the impact of extreme heat on corn yields while Tack and Holt (2016) show that

extreme weather events will increase the spatial correlation of risk, a trend that has

already begun (Cheng and Yin (2022)). Various studies6 show how mitigation be-

haviours can help farms adapt to changing risk. Our paper speaks to the interaction

between the nature of risk (aggregate versus idiosyncratic), incentives for farmers to

adopt diversification behaviours and the optimal insurance scheme under changing

risk patterns.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 investigates the scope of insur-

ance broadly, and provides a general model to study optimal scope. Section 3 gives

institutional background for the FCIP, describes the policy changes we study and the

econometric methods we use. Section 4 demonstrates that reforms to the scope of

insurance caused moral hazard that decreased diversification and increased the vari-

ance of farm yields. Section 5 conducts a welfare analysis of the main policy change.

Section 6 analyzes the effect of later, corrective reforms that narrowed scope and

caused farmers to re-diversify. Section 7 concludes. The appendix provides proofs,

supplementary figures and robustness checks.

2 The Optimal Scope of Insurance

In this section we formalize the notion of scope within insurance design, and explain

the fundamental trade-offs. For concreteness, and to match our empirical analysis

of crop insurance, we use the terminology of farmers as agents and fields as distinct

risks. However, as we discussed in the introduction, our model applies to any setting

in which scope is relevant, and multiple risks might be aggregated (or not) into a

combined policy.

6For example: Burke and Emerick (2016), Braun and Schlenker (2023), Kukal and Irmak (2020),
Troy et al. (2015) Sharda et al. (2019), Wang et al. (2021) and Sweeney et al. (2003).
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2.1 An example

We begin with a toy example to illustrate the mechanics and intuitions of the scope

of insurance. We demonstrate three facts: 1) an aggregate policy provides more

insurance than a separate policy, 2) an aggregate policy induces more diversification-

decreasing and correlation-increasing actions than a separate policy, and 3) these

actions impose a fiscal externality on the insurance program. All of the insights are

generalized in section 2.2.

Consider a farmer who has two fields. Denote the yield in field i by Xi. The

possible yield outcomes in dollars (per Table 1) are: paq : X1 “ X2 “ 80, pbq : X1 “

120, X2 “ 40 (and symmetrically), pcq : X1 “ 40, X2 “ 170 (and symmetrically),

and pdq : X1 “ 135, X2 “ 135. Assume each outcome occurs with probability 1/4.

The expected yield is $100 on each field.

There are two insurance contracts available, an aggregate and a separate contract.

The aggregate contract insures aggregate yield up to $200, the expected aggregate

yield. The separate contract insures each field up to its expected yield of $100,
regardless of the yield on the other field. Formally, the insurance payouts are:

PayoutAgg “ max t0, 200 ´ pX1 `X2qu (1)

PayoutSep “ max t0, 100 ´X1u ` max t0, 100 ´X2u . (2)

The premia are set to be actuarially fair.7 Under the aggregate policy, the expected

payout and therefore premium are 20, compared to 40 under the separate policy.

Accounting for yield, any payout received, and the premium paid (pagg or psep

respectively), the farmer’s final income under each of these policies is

Final Farmer IncomeAgg “ max tX1 `X2, 200u ´ pAgg (3)

Final Farmer IncomeSep “ max tX1, 100u ` max tX2, 100u ´ pSep. (4)

For each of the yield outcomes, in Table 1 we summarize the payout, premium and

farmer income under each of the two policies.

7The actual targeted loss ratio in the FCIP is 85% (Congressional Budget Office (2023)), which
we allow for in the general model. This is not important to the intuition, so we ignore it here.
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State (a) (b) (c) (d)
Yield Outcome pX1, X2q “ p80, 80q pX1, X2q “ p120, 40q pX1, X2q “ p40, 170q pX1, X2q “ p135, 135q

pX1, X2q “ p40, 120q pX1, X2q “ p170, 40q

Probability 1/4 (1/8, 1/8) (1/8, 1/8) 1/4

Aggregate Policy
Premium 20

Pre-Insurance Income 160 160 210 270
Payout 40 40 0 0

Post-Insurance Income 180 180 190 250

Separate Policy
Premium 40

Pre-Insurance Income 160 160 210 270
Payout 40 60 60 0

Post-Insurance Income 160 180 230 210

Table 1: Pre-insurance income, premium, payout and post-insurance income under
different yield scenarios for aggregate versus separate contracts and yield scenarios

Aggregate policies provide more insurance than separate insurance. Pre-insurance

income is equal in states (a) and (b). However, under the separate policy, the farmer

has unequal final income, and hence marginal utility, in state (a) relative to (b). The

separate policy could increase utility if it paid a dollar more in state (a), and a dollar

less in (b). In other words, it should pay less when one field does much better than

the other, and more when both do poorly at the same time - tending toward an

aggregate policy. In general, a contract is sub-optimal for the farmer if marginal

utility is not equalized in two states of the world in which payouts are made.8 The

only contracts that are optimal according to this criterion are aggregate contracts.

Aggregate contracts either indemnify the farmer up to expected total yield, or pay

nothing at all. This fact - that aggregate contracts provide more insurance than

separate - is true generally, as we show in Proposition 1.

Next, suppose there are two costly (hidden) actions the farmer can take. The first

increases diversification, so that the probability of the four yield outcomes becomes

t0, 1{2, 1{2, 0u instead of t1{4, 1{4, 1{4, 1{4u. The second decreases diversification and

changes the probabilities to t1{2, 0, 0, 1{2u. The key assumption is that the actions

8An aggregate contract induces unequal marginal utility between states in which a payout is
made and in which it is not. To transfer from the latter to the former involves a higher premium.
When the policy is not actuarially fair, or there is moral hazard, or when payouts cannot be
negative, ’full insurance’ (constant farmer income) will not be optimal.
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are hidden, and so prices do not respond to them. Table 2 shows how expected final

farmer income changes due to these actions relative to the original distribution of

yields.

Type of Action Increased Diversification Decreased Diversification
Counterfactual Probability t0, 1{2, 1{2, 0u t1{2, 0, 0, 1{2u

Aggregate Policy
Expected Farmer Income 185 205

Change in Expected Income due to Action -15 +5

Separate Policy
Expected Farmer Income 205 185

Change in Expected Income due to Action +5 -15

Table 2: Changed farmer income under actions that increase or decrease the diversi-
fication.

Table 2 shows that the incentives to take actions to change diversification depend

on the contract. Under the aggregate contract, the farmer is willing to pay $5 for

the action that decreases diversification. The planner’s cost, inversely, is $5 higher

when that action is taken - because they pay the farmer more. Hence, at a cost

of, say, $4, the farmer would take the diversification-increasing action, delivering a

private gain of $1. They would not account for the $5 in additional fiscal cost that

the planner incurs. The overall welfare loss would be $4.

This logic, inverted, applies to the separate policy. The farmer would be willing to

pay up to $5 to increase diversification, but would have to be paid to decrease it.

If they took the diversification increasing action at some private cost, say $4, their
private gain would be $1 but the overall welfare loss $4.

This is analogous to the standard incentive/insurance tradeoff in, for example Baily

(1978) and Chetty (2006): once insurance makes a state of the world more attractive,

people put in less effort to avoid that state, or more effort to seek out that state,

without accounting for the public cost.9 This prevents insurance being too generous

in that state of the world, as it induces a behavioral response from the farmer.

Intuitively, the scope of the insurance contract changes who the residual claimant

to a successful yield is. This creates an agency problem. Conditional on one field is

doing badly, under an aggregate policy the farmer no longer cares about investing

9For an explicit Baily-Chetty style formula, see appendix A.3.1.
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in the second field, as they are no longer stand to profit from it: a dollar of yield

on the second field reduces the payout on the first field by a dollar. In this case,

the government is the residual claimant to yield on the second field, and hence the

action they find socially optimal will often not be in the farmer’s interest. The same

agency problem occurs, inverted, under separate insurance. The agency problem

occurs in the standard setting: when insurance is offered in the bad state of the

world, the claim to marginal gains in that state of the world shifts from the agent

to the planner, inducing a wedge between private and socially optimal actions.

In summary, there are three implications. First, the aggregate policy provides more

insurance to the risk-averse farmer. Second, actions that increase the correlation

between field yields will be more attractive to a farmer in an aggregate policy, while

actions that diversify the field yields will be more attractive in a separate policy.

Third, farmers’ actions will diverge from the social optimum, because they do not

internalize the effect on the fiscal cost of the program. This means that the insurance

benefits of aggregate contracts need to be traded off against their incentive effects.

These three facts hold generally, as we now show.

2.2 General Model

In this section we generalize the intuitions for the incentive/insurance trade-off for

scope.

A farmer has n fields. The yield of field i “ 1, 2, . . . , n is given by (the random

variable) Xi P r0, xs. We write X for the joint distribution of yield across all fields,

x for a specific realization of X, and πx for the probability density function. The

planner is utilitarian and provides an insurance contract makes a payout ιpxq in

state of the world x, that generally depends on the outcomes on all fields. The

planner charges the farmer an premium p “ αEX rιpXqs “
ş

X ιpxqπxdx, to be paid

in all states of the world. The parameter α indexes the cost of the policy relative to

expected payout: α “ 1 is an actuarially fair policy, α “ 1{0.85 « 1.18 is the value

used by the FCIP (Congressional Budget Office (2023)). The farmer’s final income

is
ř

iXi ` ιpXq ´ p and their utility function over income is U , which we assume to

be twice continuously differentiable and concave.

The farmer can put uncontractable costly effort toward changing the diversification
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/ correlation between their fields.10 The farmer chooses action e at convex cost ψpeq

that affects the density of the joint distribution of yield πx “ πxpeq. Specifically, we

assume that effort e decreases the correlation between fields, without changing the

marginal distributions (in particular, expected yield). We write Àcorr for the partial

order in correlation. X Àcorr Y means that X and Y have the same marginal dis-

tributions but that Y is more correlated than X, or conversely X is more diversified

than Y .11

Assumption 1. Effort continuously decreases the correlation between fields, X`de

is less correlated than X: Xpe` deq Àcorr Xpeq for de ą 0.

If the planner could directly choose e and the insurance contract ι the first-best

choices would solve:

W “ max
ι,e

ż

X
U

˜

ÿ

i

xi ` ιpxq ´ ppeq

¸

πxpeqdx´ ψpeq (5)

subject to: (6)

ppeq “ αEX rιpXpeqqs . (7)

The first-order condition for first-best e is:

0 “

ż

X
U

˜

ÿ

i

xi ` ιpxq ´ ppeq

¸

B

Be
πxpeqdx

looooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooon

probability effect

´ ψ1peq
loomoon

effort cost

´
B

Be
αEX rιpXpeqqsEX

„

BU

Bp

ȷ

looooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon

fiscal externality

.

(8)

Effort effects welfare in three ways: 1) it directly changes the joint distribution of

yield, 2) effort cost changes, 3) the expected payout changes. In the planner’s first

best, the effort choice by the farmer accounts for all of these impacts. However, the

farmer does not internalize the fact that their effort affects the total fiscal cost of

10Typically moral hazard refers to actions that affect mean risk, not the correlation between
different risks. We study the case where the action affects both mean risk and correlation in
appendix A.5

11A formal definition is in appendix A.
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the program. The farmer instead takes ι and p as given and maximizes

V “ max
e

ż

X
U

˜

ÿ

i

xi ` ιpxq ´ p

¸

πxpeqdx´ ψpeq. (9)

(10)

The inability of the government to observe e induces a wedge between social and

private incentives which we label FEpeq. It is the effect of effort e on the expected

payout payment that the farmer does not account for. In particular, at the farmers

optimal e˚, FEpe˚q is equal to the welfare loss (in utils) from the marginal unit of

effort e.12

FEpeq “
B

Be
αEX rιpXpeqqsλ,

looooooooooomooooooooooon

fiscal externality

(11)

where λ “ EX

”

BU
Bp

ı

is expected marginal utility of a dollar paid in all states of the

world, i.e. the utility cost of raising an extra dollar of premium.

The fiscal externality depends on the insurance contract. Typically, at this juncture,

one solves for the constrained-optimal contract ι and derives a Baily-Chetty type

formula. In full generality this is harder to interpret, but we do so in appendix

A.3.1. Here, we consider the two contracts that are actually offered in crop insurance:

separate and aggregate, and contrast the wedge between private and socially optimal

e in each case.13 Separate insurance pays out on one field independently of the

outcomes on the other fields. Aggregate insurance payouts depend only on the sum

of of the yields.

Definition 1. If ιseppXq “
ř

imax t0, Ci ´Xiu for some Ci ą 0, we say a policy

is separate.

Definition 2. If ιaggpXq “ max t0, C ´
ř

iXiu for some C ą 0, we say a policy is

aggregate.

These definitions are identical to actual FCIP separate and aggregate policies. Ag-

gregate policies guarantee the farmer a total income level, and when total yield falls

12This is because, at the agents optimal e˚, the first two terms of (8) sum to zero (agents FOC),
and so FEpe˚

q is the social benefit (cost) of infinitesimally more (less) effort.
13In many insurance settings, individual and family contracts are common and correspond to

separate and aggregate contracts considered here.
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below that income level, the farmer is indemnified up to that guarantee. Separate

policies guarantee an income level on each field, and indemnify each field up to that

guarantee, regardless of outcomes on the other fields. Note that different Ci and C

define different separate and aggregate policies. These can be thought of as policies

with different deductibles or coverage levels (covering 80% of expected yield can be

thought of as a deductible of 20%). With these definitions, we can state the main

propositions of this section.14

Proposition 1. If effort is contractible, an aggregate policy is first-best for the

farmer.

Because total farmer income - not field income - is welfare relevant, an aggregate

policy offers first-best insurance. A farmer wishes to equalize marginal utility of

consumption across different states of the world. Separate policies are sub-optimal

since they pay more when one field does well and one badly than when both fields

do moderately well, even if total yield is the same. The farmer ends up with unequal

consumption in these two states, and a contract that pays slightly more in the former

state and lower in the latter would be preferred.15 By this logic, the optimal contract

equalizes payouts and consumption across states of the world with the same total

yield – an aggregate policy. Thus, in the absence of moral hazard on diversification,

an aggregate policy is first-best. However, aggregate policies distort the incentives

to diversify.

Proposition 2. When farmer risk aversion is not too large16 diversification effort

is higher under the separate policy than an aggregate: e˚
Sep ą e˚

Agg.

This result comports with the intuition from the numerical example - farmer in-

centives to diversify are weaker under aggregate policies. Aggregate policies leave

the farmer better off when all fields do well or do badly together. By diversifying

less, they increase their expected final income by making these extreme states more

14These results are true for a much broader class of ’aggregate’ and ’separate’ policies, suitably
defined, that we study in Appendix A.2.

15Note, ’full insurance’ - constant final income across all states of the world - requires that payouts
are negative (farmers pay the government) in very high yield states of the world. This is essentially
the farmer selling all equity to the government in exchange for a fixed fee. Our setup precludes
this type of contract, which is irregular in insurance settings. It would also not be optimal in the
presence of moral hazard or contracts that are worse than actuarially fair.

16A sufficient condition is that the coefficient of absolute risk aversion is not too large. A necessary
condition is given in the proof.
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likely. However, this also increases the variance of their final income. This is why

the result might not hold for farmers with sufficiently high risk aversion.

An additional implication that we will test empirically is that when farms diversify

less, the variance of total yield increases. Since we can never observe field-by-field

yield, only total crop yield across the farm, this is more readily testable.

Lemma 2.1. As diversification effort decreases, the variance of total farm yield

increases.

These are the two primary predictions of our model: first, when farms move to

aggregate insurance, they should take fewer specific diversifying actions; second,

this causes the variance of farm yield to rise. We test both of these predictions.

Next, the change in diversification impacts the fiscal externality that the diversifying

action imposes on government payouts.

Proposition 3. The fiscal externality - the cost of socially sub-optimal effort – is

higher under the aggregate contract: FEAggpe˚
Aggq ě FESeppe˚

Sepq.

The wedge between social and private incentives arises from the farmer not account-

ing for the costs to the government of their correlation-changing effort. Under an

aggregate policy, the farmer changes correlation/diversification to exploit the con-

vexity of payouts - more is paid when all fields do well or do badly at the same time.

This imposes a fiscal cost on the program that the farmer does not internaize. Under

a separate policy, there are no such costs. By construction, a separate policy pays

out on a given field regardless of other fields, and so whether fields are diversified

does not matter for expected payouts. In this case, only the direct effect of effort

on the variance of farm yields matters, which the farmer accounts for.

Together these results illustrate an insurance/incentive trade-off on the scope di-

mension. Aggregate insurance provides more in insurance, per Proposition 1, but

induces more moral hazard which causes a fiscal externality, per Propositions 2 and

3. We now move to empirical evidence for the latter fact: as farmers move aggregate

insurance, they take fewer diversification-increasing and more correlation-increasing

actions.
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3 Crop Insurance: Setting, Policy Changes, Data &

Methods

3.1 U.S. Agriculture and Crop Insurance

The agriculture industry accounts for 5.4% of U.S. GDP, with a fifth being farm

output. Agriculture is susceptible to various risks. These include localized pest

outbreaks, or idiosyncratic equipment malfunctions, as well as widespread drought

and adverse climatic conditions. To mitigate these risks and safeguard the national

food supply, the U.S. Government introduced the FCIP in the 1930s. This program

saw increased participation in the 1980s and 1990s due to premium subsidies of up to

67% for farmers. Currently, the FCIP insures over 85% of major crop acreages and

73% of eligible specialty crops, totaling over $150 billion in liabilities in 2021. The

private market is approximately 5% of the size of the FCIP (National Association of

Insurance Commissioners (2024), and typically only covers idiosyncratic risks such

as hail. Rationale for the public provision of crop insurance include the Samaritan’s

dilemma (Deryugina and Kirwan (2018)), the aggregate nature of the risk ( and

Solomon (2024a)) and private information (Huang et al. (2018)). The FCIP is part

of the broader ’farm safety net,’ which also includes direct subsidies, loans and credit

access, and ad-hoc disaster assistance. Our focus will be solely on the FCIP, and

we give evidence in appendix C.5 that the FCIP policy changes we study did not

substantively interact with other farm programs.

3.2 Policy Changes

We focus primarily on a large increase to the premium subsidy in 2009. Sub-

sequently, in section 6 we study reforms that partially rolled this back, by ’de-

aggregating’ aggregate insurance.

3.2.1 Primary Policy Change: 2009 Subsidy Increase

The 2008 Farm Bill, implemented in 2009, sharply increased the subsidy per dollar

of premium for aggregate policies, relative to separate policies, for some crops. The

subsidies increased for 11 crops (grain sorghum, wheat, soybeans, corn, cotton, rice,

barley, canola, flue cured tobacco, pecans, sunflowers), but not for 10 others (oats,

potatoes, sweet potatoes, dry beans, sugarbeets, dry peas, pumpkins, rye, sesame,
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popcorn).

The purpose of the policy was to incentivize farmers to choose aggregate policies

(United States Department of Agriculture (2009)) by subsidizing them. Table 3

shows the subsidy rates for separate policies (which did not change in 2009) and for

aggregate policies (before and after the change) by subsidy level. The percentage

subsidy increased by 13-22% (depending on the coverage level), for aggregate poli-

cies, while remaining unchanged for separate policies. The average increase, given

the policies chosen, was 16%.

Prior to the reform separate and aggregate policies received the same percentage

subsidy. The reform aimed to equalize the dollar amount of subsidy. Since aggre-

gate policies have lower premia, this meant raising the percentage subsidy for those

policies. The USDA was concerned that farmers were choosing the policy with the

highest dollar subsidy, and by equating these demand for aggregate policies would

expand.

Subsidy (%)

Coverage Level 50% 55% 60% 65% 70% 75% 80% 85%

Separate Policies 67% 64% 64% 59% 59% 55% 48% 38%

Aggregate Policies (Before 2009) 67% 64% 64% 59% 59% 55% 48% 38%
Aggregate Policies (After 2009) 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 77% 68% 56%

Table 3: Subsidies, per dollar of premium, for policies with difference coverage levels
for separate versus aggregate insurance pre- and post- reform.

The reform had a substantial effect on insurance choice. In the next section, we

find it caused many many farmers to swap to aggregate insurance. We show that as

farmers swapped to aggregate policies they altered other farming practices so as to

decrease the diversification across their farm, in line with Proposition 2. We use the

policy change and associated behavioural distortions to estimate the insurance ben-

efits and moral hazard costs of farmers moving to insurance with a more aggregate

scope.

Crucially, this reform was designed to be budget neutral for any farm that swapped

from separate to aggregate insurance. Recall, the reform’s intention was to equate

the dollar subsidy received in both policies. The subsidy is the difference between
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the premium and farmer-paid premium. Since the premium is set to be actuarially

fair, it is equal to expected payout. Hence, the subsidy is the difference between

expected payouts from the government, and farmer premium payments to the gov-

ernment. By equating these in dollar terms, a farmer who swapped from separate

to aggregate should not cost the government more, if the premium and subsidy were

set correctly.17

3.2.2 Corrective Reform in 2022

Until 2022, an aggregate unit included all acreage of a wheat crop in a county, even if

that acreage included different types of wheat (spring, winter, durum or khorasan).

In 2022, different sub-types of wheat became distinct aggregate units. This reforms

’de-aggregated’ the aggregate policies. We show that this removes the distortions

in incentives to plant less diverse wheat types that the original aggregate policies

introduced. In particular, while the 2009 reform lead to a wheat diversity, the 2022

reform reversed this declines.

3.3 Key agricultural outcomes

The policy changes we study caused a change in insurance scope: either farm-

ers moved from separate to aggregate insurance, or aggregate insurance was ’de-

aggregated’. We analyze how changes in insurance scope have downstream effects

on farm production practices that impact the farm’s diversification. The ideal data

set would have field-by-field yield records for each year, as well as data on the pro-

duction practices that affect diversification undertaken on each field. We observe

various actions taken on the farm that affect diversification, and show how these re-

sponded to changes to scope. However, we (indeed, even the FCIP) do not observe

field-by-field yield outcomes. Therefore, we proxy for correlation in field-by-field

yield with the variance in total yield, which we do observe. These are our two

strategies to get at diversification behaviours, which we explain in detail.

Our first approach studies the variance of total yield on a farm. Diversification

actions change intra-farm correlation and consequently the variance of total yield.

When fields are correlated, we expected very high or very low total yield outcomes

on a farm to be likely. Conversely, a diversified farm should have fewer extreme

17Prior to the reform, essentially no one enrolled in separate policies, and so there are no infra-
marginals.
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realizations of total farm yield. We show that the variance of total yield increased on

farms that swapped to aggregate insurance after the 2009 policy change, consistent

with a decrease in diversification.

Our second approach studies farmer production choices that change intra-farm di-

versification and correlation: crop diversity, irrigation, farm size, and the choice of

revenue versus yield insurance. As we explain, these farming practices impact diver-

sification and correlation ex-ante, even if data limitations do not allow us to directly

compute the diversification and correlation ex-post. This ex-ante approach has a

clear advantage over working with ex-post yields: we do not have to disentangle

time and location specific shocks, from selection effects, from moral hazard. Instead

we show that the changed scope of insurance causes farmers to change these farming

practices, and argue that those practices directly affect the intra-farm correlation

and diversification. We study four specific actions.

First, even though insurance policies are crop specific, many crops have multiple

varieties that the farmer can choose to plant. We primarily focus on wheat, which

has four varieties: wheat, spring, durum and khorasan. These varieties are vulnera-

ble to different hazards. Planting different varieties of wheat reduces the sensitivity

of farm output to any particular hazard, which reduces the correlation within the

farm. We show that as the scope of insurance broadens farmers plant less diverse

mixtures of wheat, and as the scope of insurance narrows they plant more diverse

mixtures. While each type of wheat receives a specific premium, the diversity of

wheat within an aggregate unit is not priced in.

Second, farmers choose whether or not to irrigate some or all of their crop. Irrigation

allows for high yield even in dry conditions. Irrigation reduces the sensitivity of

farm output to widespread shocks like drought and therefore diversifies the farm’s

risk. We show that as the scope of insurance broadens and diversification incentives

weaken, farmers use less irrigation. Note, whether a particular field is irrigated or

not is priced into the premium for that field. But the discount received for the

aggregate unit does not account for the proportion of a farm that is irrigated or not.

Third, land can be cropped by the owner, or rented out for cash or a share of the

crop to a different operator, or enrolled in a conservation program with financial

incentives. The larger a farm, the less correlated yields will be, as a given shocks

will affect a smaller portion of the farm. Moreover all the acreage in which a farmer

has a financial interest, whether they farm it themselves or rent it out, is included
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in the same aggregate policy. Thus, farmers can diversify their risk by farming more

land, or correlate it by farming less land (either themselves or by a tenant). We

find that as the scope of policies increase, farmers rent out less land and enroll more

land in conservation programs.

Fourth, farmers can choose to insure yield (quantity), or revenue (price ˆ quantity).

Since price is a risk perfectly correlated across all fields of a crop, revenue insurance

makes it more likely for all fields to experience a loss or not at the same time. We

find that as farms move to aggregate insurance they also move to revenue insurance,

thereby increasing the correlation of the risk insured.

3.4 Data

3.4.1 USDA Agricultural Resource Management Survey (ARMS)

Our analysis of the change in production practices at the farm level uses the Agri-

cultural Resource Management Survey (ARMS). ARMS is is an annual survey con-

ducted by the United States Department of Agriculture that collects farm-level data

about land use, crops planted, farm finances, chemical use, and various other pro-

duction practices. There are multiple parts to ARMS, the Phase II survey that

rotates between crops and asks about production practices on a randomly selected

field of that crop, and the Phase III survey, the Cost and Returns Report, which

gathers detailed data about farms’ finances, production expenses, resource use, and

costs.

We use all ARMS data from before and after the 2009 reform, combined with markers

of which farms moved to aggregate insurance from the 2014 ARMS survey.18 ARMS

is randomly resampled every wave. We construct a panel by considering farms that

are 1) surveyed (at least) once before and once after the 2009 policy change and 2)

are surveyed in 2014 so that their take-up of aggregate insurance is known. This

allows for a within-farm difference-in-differences analysis.

18The 2014 version, known as the Tenure, Ownership, and Transition of Agricultural Land (TO-
TAL) survey, was more expansive than other years. It specifically collected information on acres
insured under aggregate versus separate plans. This allows us to identify farms that moved to
aggregate insurance.
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3.4.2 FCIP Summary of Business

Our second data source is the FCIP Summary of Business (USDA (USDA)). These

data contain the universe of crop insurance purchased in the FCIP. The data in-

clude contract type, acreage insured, premium paid, total potential liability, subsidy

amount, insurance payout amount and loss ratios.

The data are not at the farm level.19 They are available at Year, State, County,

Crop, Coverage, Type, Practice, Unit (YSCCCTPU) level. Coverage refers to the

level of expected yield being insured, or alternatively, the deductible that a farmer

pays before insurance pays out anything.20 Type refers to the species of crop (e.g.

winter vs spring wheat). Practice refers to cropping practices such as irrigation. Unit

refers to what we have been calling the scope of the policy - the level of aggregation

at which the risk insured is defined.21 So a datum would record, for example, the

2023 acreage insured, premium, liability, subsidy and payouts for all the irrigated

winter wheat in Travis County, Texas that is insured by aggregate units.

Selected summary statistics from the FCIP Summary of Business are in table 4

below, split by aggregate and separate policies. The average premium is about $41
per acre for separate policies, and about $ 44 for aggregate policies. Of these premia,

the separate policies receive a substantially lower subsidy than aggregate units: $22
relative to $31. The average payout for both are comparable at approximately $33.
This leads to loss ratios of about 70-75% for both separate and aggregate policies.

The first three rows of the table, in red, foreshadow our results that we investigate

causally in the next section: on farms in aggregate insurance, irrigation is lower,

diversity is lower and revenue insurance is more prevalent.

19For most of our analysis, the fact that we have county level data instead of the ideal farm level
data does not pose an issue. Most outcomes are ’monotonic’ in the sense that an extra irrigated
in a county has to mean an extra acre was irrigated on a farm. The only outcome for which this
monotonicity possibly breaks is crop diversity, where we might have crop diversity increasing at the
county level while it decreases at the farm level. We give more detail and check for this in appendix
C.4.1 and conclude it is not an issue.

20For example, if a farm has expected yield of 100 bushels and a policy with a 75% coverage level,
then if actual harvest yields 75-100 bushels, no payout is made, and these first 25 bushels of loss is
a deductible. If yield is lower than 75 bushels, the farmer is indemnified up to 75 bushels.

21What we call aggregate units are officially known as Enterprise units, and what we call separate
units are officially Optional units. There are two other unit types. Whole-farm units (in which
all crops are pooled into one policy) have essentially zero take-up and so are dropped. Basic units
are defined by ownership structure, not geography. For that reason, it is hard to order them with
respect to either Enterprise or Optional units. Moreover, enrollment in basic units does not seem
to respond to any of the policy changes under study.
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Separate Aggregate

Mean SD Acres x Years Mean SD Acres x Years

Irrigated 0.20 0.40 0.27 0.09 0.29 0.10
Diversity (Wheat) 0.15 0.27 0.08 0.09 0.19 0.08
Revenue Insurance 0.80 0.40 1.04 0.96 0.20 1.11
Premium Per Acre ($) 40.86 45.76 1.30 44.00 23.62 1.16
Subsidy Per Acre ($) 22.44 32.75 1.30 31.23 17.27 1.16
payout Per Acre ($) 32.85 71.40 1.09 33.87 70.70 0.94
Liability Per Acre ($) 357.43 274.05 1.30 472.64 239.69 1.16
Loss Ratio 0.75 1.25 1.08 0.72 1.45 0.91

Table 4: Summary Statistics, aggregate vs separate. Note: Acres are expressed in
billions. Only crops used in the analysis are included. Means and SD are weighted
by acres insured.

The ARMS and the SOB are complementary. ARMS has farm-level data and a rich

set of covariates, albeit with a smaller sample size and no control crops. The SOB

has universal data and control crops, although with a smaller set of outcomes and

county-crop level data. When possible, we run our analyses in both settings and

find qualitatively identical results.

3.5 Econometric Methods & Identification

We use two primary econometric strategies: 1) a within-farm comparison that com-

pares farms that do and don’t swap to aggregate insurance, pre and post reform; 2)

a between-crop comparison that compares crops that were treated with the policy

change against control crops that were not. Where possible, we run similar analyses

in both and almost unversally find the same results.

DID - Within-Farm Our main analyses of changes in farm production practices

due to the 2009 policy change use within-farm variation from the ARMS data. For

data reasons,22 we restrict our ARMS analysis to the three largest crops: corn,

soybeans and wheat. There are no control crops present in the ARMS data, and so

our analysis compares the change in outcomes pre- and post- reform on farms that,

after a policy change, moved to aggregate insurance to those that did not. As noted,

the Phase II ARMS data that is used for the bulk of our analysis rotates between

22Only these crops were asked about their aggregate versus separate insurance.
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crops. For this reason, an event study specification is inappropriate and we instead

estimate a single treatment coefficient (i.e. a difference-in-differences design). Since

we have farm-level data, we measure outcomes and include fixed effects by farm f .

We estimate specifications of the following form (although we will check alternate

fixed effects for robustness). Standard errors are clustered at the farm level.

yf,t “ αf ` γt ` τ1 rt ě treatment years ˆ1 rFarm in Aggregate Policy s ` ϵft (12)

The outcomes of interest include irrigation, crop diversity, land use, conservation

and revenue insurance enrollment. Throughout we weight, as required by ARMS,

by population-representative sampling weights. We restrict our analysis to farms

observed both before and after the policy changes, and for whom we can observe their

choice of aggregate vs separate insurance. Here αg denote farm fixed effects and γt

are year fixed effects. Our single treatment effect τ is a comparison of mean changes

among the farms that swapped to aggregate insurance relative to the changes in the

farms that remained in separate. We cannot run an event study because the ARMS

surveys a different crop every year.

The primary concern to identification is that the farms that (endogenously) swapped

to aggregate insurance are different from those that did not. However, because we

include farm fixed effects, any time-invariant differences between farms are not an

issue. This accounts for any differences in geography, agricultural risk, risk tolerance

and so forth that is constant within the farm. Time varying differences that might

bias our results are harder to conjecture. We validate our results with the between-

crop and/or SDID methods described below.

While specification (12) is ideal when we observe data at the farm level, there is

one additional outcome of interest. We study the change in the variance of farm

yields before and after the policy change. Because each farm is only observed once

before and once after the policy change, we cannot estimate a within-farm distri-

bution of yield. Instead, for each crop, we estimate the variance of the distribu-

tion of all the farms who do and don’t swap to aggregate insurance, pre and post

the treatment. That is, we estimate for corn, wheat and soy, at the level of p “
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tbefore 2009, after 2009u and s “ tfarms that swap to aggregate, farms that don’tu:

ys,p “ αs `γp ` τ1 rp ě treatment years ˆ1 rFarms that Swap to Aggregate s ` ϵs,p.

(13)

TWFE - Between-Crop We use the fact that only certain crops were treated

by each policy change. In these specifications, we measure outcomes at the county,

crop, year t level. We include fixed effects for crops and for time. Standard errors

are clustered at the crop level. We estimate a two-way fixed effect specification of

the form:

ycounty,crop,t “ αcrop ` γt ` τt1 rts ˆ 1 rcrop = Treated Crops ` ϵcounty,crop,t. (14)

Outcomes of interest include enrollment in separate insurance, crop diversity, per-

centage of acres irrigated and so on. Throughout we weight by acres insured.. Here

αcrop denote crop fixed effects and γt are year fixed effects. The coefficients of

interest are treatment effects τt, one for each time period.

SDID. As an additional robustness check, we validate our TWFE and DID results

with Synthetic Differences and Differences (SDID) (Arkhangelsky et al. (2021)).

SDID generalizes synthetic control methods to the case when there are many treated

units.

4 Effects of the 2009 Subsidy Increase: Scope andMoral

Hazard

In this section we show that the 2009 policy change caused many farmers to swap

to aggregate insurance. Then we show that farmers that swapped to aggregate

insurance changed farming practices to reduce diversification among their crop. We

show this in two ways: first by studying changes in the distribution of aggregate

yield, consistent with less diversification; second, by analyzing changes in specific

measured diversification actions (irrigation, diversity, land use and revenue vs yield

coverage.
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4.1 Effects on Scope Choice

We show that the 2009 aggregate insurance subsidy increase caused many farmers

to swap from separate to aggregate insurance,23 without any discernible change in

the total acreage insured.

Within the SOB data, we compare our three treated crops (wheat, soy and corn)

that were treated with 10 that were not.24 We analyze the percentage of acres for

a given crop in a county that are enrolled in separate insurance, as well as the (log

of) acres enrolled in any insurance relative to the total farmed acres in the county

(from the 2007 Census of Agriculture). Specifically, we estimate equation (14) with

these two different dependent variables.

Figure 1: Left panel: time series of acres the proportion of acres enrolled in separate
insurance, treatment vs control crop. Right panel: event study for the proportion of
acres enrolled in separate insurance, the estimating equation is (14), standard errors
are clustered at the crop level, and the coefficients τt are graphed with 95% confidence
intervals.

We see a sharp movement away from separate insurance for the crops treated with

the aggregate insurance subsidy. An increase in subsidy rates by up to 22% un-

surprisingly causes farmers to swap into this type of insurance. In 2009, we see a

treatment effect of 15%, which increases to 25% by 2012. This is consistent across

the time series and the event study.

In appendix C we study the change in total acres insured (in any form of insur-

ance: aggregate or separate) and we do not see any change. This implies that it is

23These results are similar to the time-series evidence in Bulut (2020).
24The control crops are: oats, potatoes, sweet potatoes, dry beans, sugarbeets, dry peas, pump-

kins, rye, sesame, popcorn. To check for robustness to an improper control group and any pre-
trends, we also run the synthetic DiD which gives a very similar estimate of 20% (s.e. = 1%).
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farms previously in separate insurance, not uninsured farmers, who are moving to

aggregate insurance.

4.2 Moral Hazard on Diversification

As farmers move to aggregate policies, the theory predicts they will take fewer

diversifying actions within their farm. Ideally, we would observe yield on each field

within the farm and directly check for changes in correlation. However, our data

do not allow for this. Instead, we proceed in two alternate and complementary

ways. First, by proxying for intra-farm correlation with the variance of total farm

yield. Second, by showing that particular, ex-ante actions by the farmer that affect

diversification (e.g. crop diversity, irrigation) are taken less often.

4.2.1 Effects on the Aggregate Yield Distribution

We cannot observe field level outcomes. To study correlation between fields, we use

the variance of total farm yield as a proxy. The following result simply says that

the more diversified a farm is, the less likely it is to have very low or very high total

yield, since fields are unlikely to all do well or all do badly at the same time.

Ideally, we would observe each farm’s yield many times. This would enable us to

study the distribution of total farm yield, within each farm. However, due to the

small size of ARMS (and the fundamentally short time period of this analyses) this

is not possible. The second best is to study the distribution of yield across farms

that swapped to aggregate insurance, before and after they swapped, and compare

this to the change in farms that did not swap.

We compare the standard deviations (S.D.) of the distribution of yield across farms.

Define S.D.ct,s to be the variance of yield per acre of crop c P tcorn, wheat, soybeansu

for p “ tpre-2009, post-2009u and s “ tfarms that swapped to aggregate after 2009, farms that did notu.

We estimate equation 13 with S.D.ct,s as the dependent variable, separately for corn,

wheat and soybeans. The estimates of τ and standard errors are reported in table

5 below.
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Outcome Corn Wheat Soybeans

S.D. of Yield/Acre 12.08˚˚˚ 8.27˚˚ 1.24
(4.70) (4.74) (1.24)

Baseline S.D. 44.35 24.82 12.74

Number of Farms 1,059 499 1,004

Table 5: Estimates of the difference-in-difference of standard deviation of yield distri-
butions. The estimating equation is (13). Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
˚

{
˚˚

{
˚˚˚ denotes statistical significance at the 10%/5%/1% levels. Observations are

weighted by the ARMS prescribed weights to ensure population representativeness.

The table demonstrates that farms that move to aggregate insurance have a substan-

tially increased total yield standard deviation than those that remain in separate

insurance. This differs by crop: the increase for corn is 12.08, which is 27% of the

baseline standard deviation, for wheat is 8.27 (33% of baseline) and for soy is 1.24

(10% of baseline).

This is reduced form evidence consistent with farmers taking fewer diversifying

actions after they move to aggregate insurance. We now study changes in particular

farm production decisions that lead to the decrease in diversification and explain

this increase in the variance of total yield.

4.2.2 Crop Diversity

The choice of crops or crop varieties is fundamental to a farm’s risk exposure. Farm-

ers can diversify their risk by planting crops or varieties sensitive to different hazards.

This decreases the correlation within the farm. Therefore, we expect insurance scope

to directly interact with crop diversity. We expect that as farmers move to aggregate

insurance, they plant a less diverse mixture of crop types.

We study wheat as it is the only crop on which we have data on the subtypes grown in

ARMS and the SOB. Moreover, as we study in section 6.1, a later policy changed how

the subtypes of wheat were treated within aggregate units. The FCIP categorizes

wheat into four varieties: winter, spring, durum and khorasan. The varieties of

wheat present different risk-reward trade-offs. Winter wheat is planted in the fall

and harvested in the spring. Because of this long growing period, yields are typically
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higher.25 However, winter wheat is vulnerable to damage or destruction should

winter conditions be too harsh. This trade-off is most relevant in the colder northern

mountain states such as North Dakota and Montana for which wheat diversity is

an active margin of risk management. Warmer, southern states typically do not

face this trade-off, as the mild winters means that winter wheat is unambiguously

preferred.

Spring, durum and khorasan wheat are all planted in the spring and harvested in

the late summer. The shorter growing season means lower average yield, but with

lower variability due to reduced exposure to winter hazards. Moreover, durum and

khorasan are more drought resistant than typical varieties of winter or spring wheat,

making these a natural hedge against the risk of drier conditions (Alison Samuel and

Louisa Dines (2023)). A wheat farmer in northern states can self-insure against the

cold by planting a variety of winter versus spring varieties and hedge against drier

conditions by including durum or khorasan against the more common hard winter

or hard spring varieties U.S. Wheat Associates (2023).

We analyze the effects of moving to aggregate insurance on wheat diversity. Our

measure of diversity is Shannon entropy. Specifically, if pv,f,t is the proportion of

wheat of variety v in farm f and year t, with
ř

v pv,f,t “ 1, then the entropy is given

by

Entropyf,t “ ´
ÿ

v

pv,f,t ln ppv,f,tq . (15)

We estimate equation (12) with entropy as the outcome. We include various fixed

effects in different specifications for robustness. The coefficients of interest are τ .

Estimates are in table 6.

25For details on harvest dates, see, for example, United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
(2023)
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Outcome Estimate of τ

Crop Diversity ´0.057˚˚ ´0.052
(Entropy) (0.029) (0.04)

Farm FE ✓ ✓
Year FE ✓

N 535 535

Table 6: Within-farm DID estimates of the change in crop diversity (measured using
Shannon entropy) outcomes before and after 2009 for farms that swap to aggregate in-
surance, relative to farms that remain in separate insurance. The estimating equation
is (12) with outcome variable Entropyf,t, standard errors are clustered at the farm
level, and the coefficients τ are shown. ˚

{
˚˚

{
˚˚˚ denotes statistical significance at

the 10%/5%/1% levels. Observations are weighted by the ARMS prescribed weights
to ensure population representativeness.

In either specification we find a decline in diversity on farms that swap to aggregate

of 0.05-0.06, relative to the change on separate farms. A decline in entropy of 0.06

is equivalent to, in a farm with two varieties of wheat, moving from a 50/50 mixture

to 65/35. This is evidence for moral hazard on diversification consistent with the

theory: as farmers move to aggregate insurance, they reduce their diversity, thereby

making large correlated shocks more likely.

This policy was partially reversed in 2022, and we find that the diversity results are

also reversed, as we show in section 6.1

4.2.3 Irrigation

Irrigation is an important form of self-insurance. It increases the mean yield, and

reduces the variance of yield as sensitivity to drought is substantially reduced.26

Irrigation is expensive. 27 For farms using on-farm water the average energy cost

for irrigation pumps in 2018 was approximately $48 or $38 (from wells or surface

water respectively) per acre irrigated. For the 1/3 of acres irrigated with off-farm

water, the water cost is almost $100. These flow costs exclude expensive equipment

costs that needs to be amortized, and the break-even period is often 7-10 years.

For reference, the average gross revenue per acre of cropland is on the order of

26See, for example, Troy et al. (2015), Sharda et al. (2019) and Sweeney et al. (2003).
27Source: (United States Department of Agriculture (2019).
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$800-$1000 depending on the crop.28

By irrigating some of their land (which is empirically common29), a farmer can

ensure that if a widespread drought occurs at least some of their crop can survive.

The effect on mean yield is priced into the policy: premia are lower and the expected

yield that is insured is higher if irrigated. However, the diversification effects of

irrigating a portion of a farm, which is particularly important for aggregate policies,

are not. Our theory shows that as farms move to aggregate policies, they should

irrigate less of their farm. This is because if the non-irrigated fields do poorly, the

farmer no longer stands to gain from the irrigated fields doing well, since every dollar

of gain from the latter offsets a dollar of payout on the former.

We estimate specification (12) with two outcomes: the percentage of the farm irri-

gated, and a binary indicator for whether any irrigation takes place. The coefficients

of interest are τ . Estimates are in table 7.

Outcome Estimate of τ

Percentage of Farm Irrigated ´0.06˚˚ ´0.06˚˚

(0.02) (0.03)
Any Irrigation on Farm ´0.16˚ ´0.16

(0.08) (0.1)

Farm FE ✓ ✓
Year FE ✓ ✓
Crop FE ✓

N 723 723

Table 7: Within-farm DID estimates of the change in irrigation outcomes before
and after 2009 for farms that swap to aggregate insurance, relative to farms that
remain in separate insurance. The estimating equation is (12), standard errors are
clustered at the farm level, and the coefficients τ are presented. ˚

{
˚˚

{
˚˚˚ denotes

statistical significance at the 10%/5%/1% levels. Observations are weighted by the
ARMS prescribed weights to ensure population representativeness.

We find that, within farms, 6% less of the crop is irrigated. On the extensive margin,

16% of crops stop irrigating at all. This is consistent with the theoretical predictions.

28Source: Schnitkey and Sherrick (2021).
29Per the United States Department of Agriculture (2019), of farms that did some irrigation,

40% earned all their money from irrigated crops, and 60% earned money from a combination of
irrigated and non-irrigated crops.
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As an additional robustness check, in C.1 we use the SOB data and a between-

crop strategy to confirm these effects. Corn, soy and wheat are the treated crops.

As controls, we choose 7 (annual) crops30 that were not treated with the subsidy

increase. There we estimate a treatment effect on the percentage of acres that are

irrigated of 1.5%. Note, this contrasts all the treated crop (including farms that did

not swap to aggregate) with all the control crop. Thus, since we estimated take-up

of 25% in Figure 10, this is identical to the within-farm estimates from Table 7. The

raw time series in C.1 also demonstrates the irrigation does decline after 2009, by

amounts consistent with the evidence above.

4.2.4 Price Risk - Revenue vs Yield Insurance

In addition to the choice of scope (aggregate vs separate) a farmer can choose

between insuring yield (quantity) or revenue (price ˆ quantity). The price insured

is the expected harvest price at the time of insurance purchase, which is based on

futures exchange prices. This choice of yield vs. revenue insurance is independent of

the scope choice between aggregate and separate policies. A farmer can choose any

combination of aggregate revenue, aggregate yield, separate revenue, or separate

yield policies.31 However, since price risk is perfectly correlated across acres, we

expect a natural complementarity between revenue and aggregate insurance (this is

formalized in proposition 9 in the appendix).

To analyze this, we estimate equation (12) where the outcome is an indicator for

the farm enrolling their crop in revenue insurance. We test different fixed effects for

robustness. The coefficients of interest are τ . Estimates are in table 8.

30Oats, Potatoes, Sweet potatoes, Sugarbeets, Pumpkins, Rye, Sesame.
31More detail on the structure of contracts and payouts in each of these four cases can be found

in appendix C.7. Note: revenue insurance is priced differently from yield insurance, and aggregate
insurance is priced differently from separate, but their interaction is not priced. This is what
generates the moral hazard and fiscal externality.
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Outcome Estimate of τ

Enrolled in Revenue Insurance 0.44˚˚˚ 0.46˚˚˚ 0.19
(0.16) (0.18) (0.23)

Farm FE ✓ ✓ ✓
Year FE ✓
Crop FE ✓

N 779 779 779

Table 8: Within-farm DID estimates of the change in revenue insurance enrollment
before and after 2009 for farms that swap to aggregate insurance, relative to farms
that remain in separate insurance. The estimating equation is (12), standard errors
are clustered at the farm level, and the coefficients τ are presented. ˚

{
˚˚

{
˚˚˚ denotes

statistical significance at the 10%/5%/1% levels. Observations are weighted by the
ARMS prescribed weights to ensure population representativeness.

We find a strong complementarity between enrolling in aggregate insurance and

choosing revenue coverage. The farms swapped to aggregate insurance were 19%-

46% more likely to change to revenue insurance relative to the farms that remained

in separate insurance. Since the interaction between revenue coverage and aggregate

insurance was not priced in, this exerted a fiscal cost on the program, as we show

in section 5.2. As additional evidence, in appendix C.3 we use a between-crop com-

parison that demonstrates that eligibility for aggregate insurance increases revenue

coverage take-up by 15-20% (significant at the 1% level).

4.2.5 Land Use and Conservation

A direct determinant of diversification across fields is the size of the farm. A small

farm is, all else equal, less diversified than a larger farm. On a small farm, a shock

can wipe out the entire crop. A much larger farm has more geographic diversification

and any given shock will affect less of the total crop. Farmers who enroll in aggregate

insurance would like their entire farm to succeed or fail together, and by reducing

the size of the farm this is made more likely. Thus, we expect farmers who move

into aggregate insurance to, at the margin, have incentives to farm less land.

Additionally, by regulation, an aggregate unit combines all insurable crop in a county

in which the farmer has a ’financial interest’. This includes land rented out and

operated by others, even if the owner does not have a claim to any of the output of

the acres rented out. This means if land a farmer owns and operates does poorly,
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but landed rented out does well, the farmer might not receive an aggregate insurance

payout even if they receive none of the upside from the rented acres.

These imply that after a farmer moves to aggregate insurance, they have an incentive

to stop renting out land and to farm less land. Both of these reduce the size of

the aggregate unit being insured, thereby decreasing diversification and increasing

correlation.

We study this using within-farm evidence from ARMS. We estimate specification

(12) for four outcomes:
Acres Rented Outfarm,t

Acres Operatedfarm,t
,
Acres Rented Outfarm,t

Acres Ownedfarm,t
, Income from Rentfarm,t,

Any Income Received from Conservation Programsfarm,t, and Income from Conservation Programfarm,t.

The coefficients of interest are τ . Estimates are in table 9.

Outcome Estimate of τ

Acres Rented Out For Free/Acres Operated ´0.03˚˚˚

(0.01)
Acres Rented Out/Acres Owned ´0.06˚˚

(0.03)
Income from Rent ´3, 847˚˚˚

(1279)

Any Income from Conservation Programs 0.13˚˚˚

(0.04)
Income from Conservation Programs 2, 423

(1643)

Table 9: DID estimates of the change in land-use outcomes before and after 2009
for farms that swap to aggregate insurance, relative to farms that remain in separate
insurance. The estimating equation is (12), standard errors are clustered at the farm
level, and the coefficients τ are presented. ˚

{
˚˚

{
˚˚˚ denotes statistical significance at

the 10%/5%/1% levels. Observations are weighted by the ARMS prescribed weights
to ensure population representativeness.

We find that farms that swap to aggregate insurance reduce the land that they

rent out, both as a proportion of land owned (6%) and operated (22%) and receive

less rental income ($ 3,847). And the acres that were previously rented out do not

seem to subsequently be farmed by the owner. Instead, they are enrolled into a

conservation program, as evidenced by the increase in aggregate-insured farms that

are enrolled in any conservation program (13%) and in income from conservation

programs ($2,423) which replaces over 60% of the lost rental income.

This is consistent with farmers that swap to an aggregate policy reducing the number
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of acres in the aggregate unit. This reduces the diversification across the fields,

increases the correlation within the aggregate unit and makes it more likely that the

acres in the aggregate unit will succeed or fail in unison.

5 Cost-benefit Analysis of the 2009 Reform

The 2009 expansion of the subsidy that moved farmers into aggregate insurance

caused substantial moral hazard, but also offered greater insurance value. In this

section we evaluate the net welfare impact by estimating the costs and benefits of

the 2009 policy change.

5.1 Benefits: The Value of Aggregate Insurance

Aggregate insurance provides more income in the states of the world where all

risks realize or all do not, whereas separate insurance provides more income in the

state of the world where some risks realize and some do not. We will compute the

additional insurance value of an aggregate policy over a separate policy assuming

both are actuarially fair. Moreover, we will compute the additional insurance value

assuming no moral hazard. To the extent these two assumptions are not true, they

will enter into the costs we estimate in section 5.2,

Each field’s yield is continuous, and some farms have many fields, making the state

space very high dimensional. For tractability, we project onto a simpler set of three

states. Define three

• The B(ad) state of the world: all fields on the farm receive a payout

• The M(oderate) state of the world: some fields on the farm receive a payout,

some do not.

• The G(ood) state of the world: no fields on the farm receive a payout.

As before, label underlying yield in state of the world θ to be Xθ. Write πθ for the

probability of each state occurring. Suppose an insurance contract costs premium

p in all states of the world (of which portion s is subsidized) and makes payouts

ιB, ιM in the B and M states of the world. The expected utility for a farmer in this

contract is

V pp, s, ιB, ιM q “ πBupXB`ιB´pp1 ´ sqq`πMupXM`ιM´pp1´sqqq`πGupXG´pp1 ´ sqqq.
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We define the WTP (of a generic contract) to be the certainty equivalent, with

wealth equal to expected yield, w “ EpXq, to the payoffs induced by that insurance

contract:

upw ´WTP q “ V pp, s, ιB, ιM q.

We begin by estimating theWTP for a separate contract pre-reform. The ingredients

of Vsep are computed as follows. Using all the data for pre-reform (2003-2008)

separate contracts for which we can distinguish the three states of the world defined

above, we estimate π̂B, π̂M , π̂G, ι̂B ι̂M .32 Next, p and s are directly recorded in the

data. Mechanically we know XB ` ιB (for example, if expected yield is $100 on each

field, and the coverage level is 80%, then in the B state of the world, each field will

be indemnified up to $80.) We assume that in the good state of the world yield is

equal to expected yield: XG “ EpXq, and expected yield is defined in the data. The

main uncertainty lies in estimating XM . In the data we can see the payouts in the

state of the world where some fields fail and some do not, but the yield on the fields

that do not fail are not observed. Hence, we parametrize XM “ αXB ` p1 ´ αqXG

for α P p0, 1q and compute the insurance value for many possible values of α.

How do these state-contingent payoffs change under an aggregate contract? The

premium falls, in our data by about ∆p « 20%. The subsidy increases, ∆s « 18%.

XB ` ιB remains the same33, since if all fields fail the farmer will be indemnified up

to the coverage level in either policy. We assume no moral hazard in this section,

instead accounting for that as a cost in the next section. This means that the

probabilities of loss πS and underlying yields Xθ remain the same for each state θ.

The final variable we need is ιM , the insurance payout in the state of the world

when some fields fail. We assume actuarial fairness, and so ιM must decrease to

exactly cancel out with the lower premia:.34 πM∆ιM “ ∆p In summary, relative

to a separate contract, an aggregate contract features a decrease in premium, an

32We use the same model as for the computation of costs, equations (16) discussed in more detail
in the next section. Details regarding estimates of π̂B , π̂M , π̂G, ι̂B , ι̂M are in appendix ??.

33This is important: both separate and aggregate contracts provide substnatial insurenace in the
worst states of the world, with the only difference coming from changed premia. This means we
do not face issues regarding the sensitivity of insurance value to far left tail outcomes, since under
both policies substantial insurance is already provided in those states of the world.

34The policies are designed to be actuarially fair relative to the gross, pre-subsidy, premium, not
the post-subsidy premium.
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increase in subsidy and an decrease in payout in the middle state of the world. Each

farm is calibrated separately but average calibrated values are in Table 10 below.

Value Separate Aggregate Comments

πB 0.13 0.13 On the benefit side, we assume no moral
hazard. The change in probabilities
enters into the costs.

πM 0.32 0.32
πG 0.56 0.56

XB ` ιB $153 $153 Dollars per acre. Separate policies pay
more in the M (some fields fail) state of
the world, but have a higher premium.

XM ` ιM $219 $208
XG ` ιG $241 $241

p $20 $14 Dollars per acre.
s 0.6 0.78 Per dollar of premium.

XB ` ιB ´ pp1 ´ sq $145 $151
XM ` ιM ´ pp1 ´ sq $211 $205 Final farmer wealth, dollars per acre.
XG ` ιG ´ pp1 ´ sq $233 $239

WTP $29 $30

Table 10: Average of calibrated parameters - probabilities, payouts, subsidies, and
premiums.

This pins down WTPAgg as solving

upw ´WTPAggq “ V pp´ ∆p, s` ∆s, ιB, ιM ` ∆ιM q

where p, s, ιB, ιM are the parameters for separate insurance. To reiterate, the aggre-

gate charges a lower premium, offers a higher subsidy, but pays less in the M state

of the world. On net, in an aggregate policy, the farmer is better off in the G and

B states of the world, and worse off in the M state of the world.

The additional WTP for an aggregate contract, over-and-above a separate contract,

is ∆WTP “ WTPAgg ´WTPSep. We compute this for each pre-reform contract we

observe in the data and report the final ∆WTP on a per acre basis. Note, this WTP

is computed as if every separately insured farm in the pre-reform period swaps to

aggregate. We later explore the possibility of selection on WTP.

We assume that utility is of constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) form. Estimates

of the coefficient of relative risk aversion γ for US farmers range from 0.4 to 0.6 (see

Bar-Shira et al. (1997), Menapace et al. (2013)). We calculate additional WTP
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under four scenarios: γ P t0.4, 0.6, 1, 2u. The final free paramter is α, which controls

how high XM is in the medium state of the world. We calculate WTP under the full

range of α P p0, 1q. The results are in figure 2. The blue curve represents baseline

estimates, the red curve adds an adjustment for take-up, which is explained below.

Since a coefficient of relative risk aversion well beyond anything estimated in the

literature is needed to get the additional WTP per acre for aggregate insurance above

a dollar, we take $1 as an upper bound. For reference, the average net premium for

an aggregate policy is approximately $20, and so this additional WTP represents

approximately 5% of the premium.

Accounting for selection into aggregate insurance. The preceding analy-

sis computed the additional insurance value assuming all farms in the three crops

swapped to aggregate insurance. However, it is likely that farms that swapped to

aggregate insurance were those for whom the increased insurance value was more

pronounced.

To quantify this, we compute a measure of take-up of aggregate policies after the

reform. Unfortunately we cannot match farms WTP for aggregate insurance (from

the pre-reform period) to their take-up (or not, from the post-reform period). In-

stead we compute the average take-up of aggregate insurance at the county-crop

level and then reweight each farms WTP for aggregate insurance by the ex-post

take-up for their crop and county. Our measure of county-crop cc take-up is the

ratio of acres in that county-crop who enroll in aggregate insurance in 2012 to acres

enrolled in any insurance in 2008.

Aggregate Insurance Take-upcc “
Acres in Aggregate Insurancecc,2012

Acres in Any Insurancecc,2008

The results are the red curves is in Figure 2. There is an statistically significant35

but economically small relationship between additional insurance value and take-up.

The additional WTP for aggregate insurance increases by approximately 5-10% at

most. For our preferred estimate of γ “ 0.6, or even γ “ 1, the upper bound of $1
is still valid.

35If we regress the take-up measure on WTP the coefficient is 0.011 with a standard error of
0.003
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Figure 2: Additional WTP for aggregate insurance over separate insurance, with and
without an adjustment for differential take-up

The computations above demonstrate that the pure insurance value of an aggregate

policy is at most $1 per acre higher than for a separate policy. This assumed both

policies were actuarially fair and that there was no behavioral change in the form of

increased payouts (i.e. moral hazard) when farmers swapped to aggregate insurance.

Both of these assumptions might be incorrect and would generate costs that need

to be weighed against the $1 per acre benefit.

5.2 Costs: The Fiscal Impact of Moral Hazard

In section 4 we demonstrated that the 2009 reform lead to a reduction in farmer

diversification behaviour and an increase in the variance of aggregate risk. In this

section, we estimate the impact on the cost of crop insurance - the fiscal externality

- of the reduced diversification actions.

We begin with the raw time series of the difference in total net costs of separate
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versus aggregate policies. Define the net fiscal cost per acre insured as

NFC “
Payout - (Premium - Subsidy)

Acres Insured.

This is simply the money paid out by the government minus premia actually paid by

the farmers to the government, divided by acres insured. We compute this separately

for separate and aggregate policies in figure 3.

Recall, as explained in section 3.2, the policy change in 2009 was designed to be

budget neutral. The reform aimed to equalize dollar subsidies between aggregate

and separate policies. If the premia for both separate and aggregate policies were

actuarially fair and therefore equal to expected payouts, then equalizing the subsidy

amounts should equalize the dollar net fiscal cost for the government between the two

policies. This is simply because if EpPayoutq “ Premium then NFC “
Subsidy

Acres Insured ,

and the subsidies were equalized post-reform.

Figure 3: Realized net fiscal cost to the government (payouts minus farmer paid
premia) in separate versus aggregate policies.

Figure 3 shows that, in the post-reform period, aggregate policies are substantially
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more costly than separate policies. The average difference between an aggregate

acre and a separate acre (weighted by the number of acres) is approximately $8.50.
Of this, about $4, or half, is due to higher payouts.

Clearly, as 3 shows, the policy change was not budget neutral. This could be caused

by two factors.

1. The premia might not be actuarially fair for aggregate policies, or the subsidies

set too high.

2. Farmer actions that decreased diversification might have caused increased pay-

outs.

These causes have am important distinction. The first is a transfer (we call this

an ’implicit subsidy’) from the government to the farmer, with no efficiency con-

sequences. The second involves higher costs to the government without increased

farmer benefit, and so decreases efficiency. To understand this, recall that farmers

who move to aggregate insurance will adjust their diversification action. They will

balance the private costs and benefits of changing their action. What the farmer

doesn’t internalize are changes to the yield conditional on being below expected

yield, where the government has to pay more, or pay more often, but the farmer

still ends up with expected yield minus premium as their final income. For example,

if the farmer is to be indemnified up to $100, they do not care if yield is $90, or $50,
and so will not account for the additional fiscal cost of the latter when they make

their diversification choice.

To distinguish the fiscal externality due to changed diversification actions from the

implicit subsidy, we directly measure how much extra payout is due to the unpriced

farmer actions (irrigation, diversity, land use36 and revenue coverage). Since we

know how much these unpriced farmer actions changed due to the movement to

aggregate insurance (from section 4), we can then counterfactually estimate: how

much lower would payouts have been should farmer actions have remained at their

pre-policy change levels. We proceed as follows.

36Farm size is very coarsely included in the premium. For example, all farms with between, 200
and 399, 400 and 799 etc acres are priced identically (United States Department of Agriculture
(2023)). Our measure of farm size is more precisely the acreage in excess of the lower cutoff for the
category the farm falls into. This isolates the unpriced impact of acreage changes.
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1. Estimate payouts in aggregate policies as a function of unpriced actions e =

tDiversity, Irrigation %, Revenue Insurance, Acresu.

2. Using the model from step (1), predict payouts in aggregate policies at ob-

served, inclusive of moral hazard, levels of eAgg.

3. Impute the counterfactual ’no moral hazard’ level of eNoMH “ eAgg ´ ∆e
∆scope

where the causal effects of scope on actions ∆e
∆scope come from section 4.

4. Using the model from step (1), predict payouts in aggregate policies at counter-

factual levels of eNoMH without moral hazard.

5. The difference between (4) and (2) is our estimate of the additional fiscal

impact of moral hazard caused by the scope change.

To implement step (1), we estimate:

Payout “ α ` β0Premium ` β1Subsidy

` β2tDiversity, Irrigation %, Revenue Insurance, Acresu ` ϵ (16)

We include premium and subsidies in the specification as we are trying to isolate

the impacts of changed farmer actions from an implicit subsidy (too low a premium

or too high a subsidy). We normalize payouts, premia and subsidies to be per acre

to account for farms of different sizes. The coefficients β2 represent the extent to

which the expected payout is affected by the unpriced actions in which we have

documented behavioral distortions after farmers swapped to aggregate insurance.

Estimates of β2 for equation 16 are in the Table 4 below. The left panel is estimated

on corn, wheat and soybeans, the right panel only on wheat such that the diversity

effect can be estimated.
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Covariate
β2 Estimates
(all crops)

Acres 0.006˚˚˚

(0.0006)
Within Farm Irrigation % -9.3˚˚˚

(1.9)
Revenue Coverage 12.65˚˚˚

(1.5)

N 21,005

Covariate
β2 Estimates
(wheat only)

Acres 0.001
(0.001)

Within Farm Irrigation % -9.2˚˚˚

(1.9)
Revenue Coverage 28.2˚˚˚

(3.4)
Diversity -26.3˚˚

(11.8)

N 1,432

Figure 4: Estimates of β2 from equation (16). The left panel uses all three crops
(wheat, soy, and corn) while the right panel is only estimated using wheat, so that
diversity can be included. *** represents significance at the 1%, level, ** at the 5%
level, * at the 10% level.

Table 4 shows that these diversification actions have a strong effect on payouts,

conditional on the premium. For example, higher 10% within-farm irrigation is

leads to 93c less in expected payout.

Given estimates in equations (16) for payouts as a function of actions, we first

predict payouts at observed, post-reform levels of actions for each farm in aggregate

insurance in the data. These include behavioral changes, and so this is our estimate

for expected payouts at eagg, as in step (2). Then, for each farm, we compute

their counter-factual action choices without moral hazard using the causal effects

estimated in section 4. We re-predict payouts using these counterfactual action

eNoMH “ eAgg ´ ∆e
∆scope , per step (4). We take the difference between (4) and (2) for

each farm, divide by acres on that farm, and this is our estimate of Fiscal Externality
Acre ,

which can be found in table 11.

Diversification Action
Land Use

(acres farmed)
Irrigation

(within-farm)
Revenue Coverage

Diversity
(wheat only)

Change in action -0.06 -0.05 +0.46 -0.057

Fiscal Externality
Acre $-0.14 $0.46 $3.06 $1.46

Table 11: Estimates of the net fiscal cost due to farmer behavioral changes. Each
column represents a different diversification behaviour. The second row

The total estimated fiscal cost, when all actions are changed at once, is $3.39 per
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acre for all crops, and $3.85 per acre for wheat (including diversity effects). We

estimated the insurance benefits to be at most $1 per acre, although $0.60 is more

realistic. In either case, the estimated fiscal costs due to moral hazard substantially

outweigh the benefits.

These fiscal costs were calculated only using the four diversification actions we can

observe in the data. There are other diversification actions, such as the type of

seed planted, fertilizer applied and so on which we cannot observe in the insurance

data. This suggests that the true fiscal cost is even higher than estimated. Of the

raw difference $8 per acre in raw fiscal cost (from Figure 3), we have accounted for

$3.39 (or $3.85 for wheat). The remaining cost is either due to unobserved moral

hazard, mispriced premia, or aggregate shocks such as the 2012 drought, the spatial

distribution of which might have affected aggregate policies more than separate.

Sensitivity to 2012. The drought in 2012 was an extreme event, with the highest

insurance payouts in our data sample. To check that the effects we pick up are

not due only that year, we rerun the fiscal cost analysis above excluding 2012. The

analogous total fiscal cost due to the decreased diversification behaviours is $1.76
per acre for all three crops, and $4.46 for wheat. Hence, while 2012 did drive about

half of the effect for corn and soy, the estimated $1.76 is still above our realistic

predictions on insurance value. On the other hand, for wheat, a more drought

resistant crop, excluding 2012 heightened the estimate of total fiscal cost.

6 Corrective Reforms

We found that crop diversity was distorted downwards by the 2009 subsidy in-

crease. To address these concerns, the USDA made a policy change in 2022 that ’de-

aggregated’ aggregate policies. From 2022, different varieties of wheat were treated

as distinct crops and covered by their own aggregate contracts. These changes re-

move the incentive to distort crop diversity due to the structure of aggregate policies.

This led to farmers partially or fully reversing the diversity declines that we observed

in 2009.
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6.1 2022 Corrective Reform: Aggregate Policies Split by Wheat

Type

Prior to 2022, all four varieties of wheat would be insured by the same aggregate

policy. This dulled the incentive to plant a diverse mixture of wheat. From 2022

onwards, each variety could have its own aggregate unit. Owing to the lack of recent

ARMS data, our analysis here uses the SOB data to do a between-crop comparison.

Our first specification is within-crop (wheat), and compares diversity of wheat in-

sured in aggregate policies to wheat insured in separate policies. We estimate, where

Sc,u,t is the diversity measure (entropy) for the wheat in county c insured in unit u

(Separate or Aggregate) in year t:

Su,t “ αu ` γt ` τt1 rts ˆ 1 ru “ Aggregates ` ϵu,t. (17)

The coefficient of interest is τ2022 the extra entropy among acres insured in aggregate

acres in the treated year. The results are in figure 5 below. The estimated treatment

effect is an increase of entropy by approximately 0.03 in 2022 and 0.04 in 2023.
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Figure 5: Treatment effect of being insured in aggregate units on crop diversity (en-
tropy), before and after the 2022 policy change. The estimating equation is (17)
and the coefficients τt are graphed with 95% confidence intervals. Observations are
weighted by acres insured.

Wheat diversity increases by 0.03 in 2022 and 0.04 in 2023. An increase of diversity

of 0.03 is equivalent, in a county with two varieties, to moving from a mixture of

62/38 to 50/50. An increase of 0.04 is equivalent to moving from 64/36 to 50/50.

This almost entirely reverses the decrease in diversity of 0.06 from the 2009 reform.

This suggests that as aggregate policies are ’de-aggregated’ and split by type of

wheat, the incentives to distort diversity are substantially removed. However, com-

paring diversity in aggregate policies to that in separate policies might lead to confu-

sion between treatment effects and selection bias: farms that plant a diverse mixture

of crop might select into aggregate insurance after the reform, without any farmer

actually changing their variety mixture. We check for this in appendix C.4, by

compare wheat diversity at a county level (with no unit distinction) to appropriate

control crops. Even though insurance unit is changable, county is not, and so there

is no selection issue. The control crops are barley, oats and canola. These are all

considered ’small grains’ by the USDA. Crucially, the primary choice for all of these
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crops, as for wheat, is whether to crop high yield, high risk varieties adapted to

fall planting, or lower risk, lower yield varieties in the spring. We find an identical

effect: diversity increases by 0.03 in 2022 and 0.04 in 2023.

This confirms our finding: the de-aggregation of aggregate policies by wheat type

almost completely vitiates the incentive to reduce diversity within aggregate policies.

7 Conclusion

This paper introduced the scope of insurance - whether multiple risks are insured

in separate contracts or combined into one policy. Separate contracts pay out the

same amount when one risk occurs regardless of when other risks occur. Aggregate

contracts insure total income and pay more when two risks occur than the sum

of payouts when each risk occurs. Aggregate contracts offer more insurance value.

However, they induce a novel behavioral distortion: since aggregate contracts pay

more than separate when all risks occur at once, this discourages actions that would

increase diversification of risks. Due to this incentive/insurance trade-off in the

variance of payouts, the optimal contract is an empirical question. We studied this

tradeoff in the context of the US FCIP. We found that as farmers moved from

separate to aggregate insurance, insurance value increased by approximately $1 per

acre, but the fiscal cost of behavioral distortions was over $3 per acre, dwarfing the

benefits.

Our framework and model can be applied in many other settings. This paper studied

separate field versus aggregated insurance, where throughout each crop was insured

distinctly. Alternatively, all crops could be combined into a ’whole-farm’ policy.

Such a policy exists, but take-up has been negligible. Our theory shows that this

is first-best, since farm (not crop) income is welfare relevant. However, we would

expect whole-farm policies to reduce the diversity of crops grown, and this would

have to be weighed against increased insurance value.

Most insurance settings feature multiple risks that might be insured separately or

together. Health insurance usually combines inpatient and prescription drug cover-

age, but is often distinct from dental insurance. Some health insurance contracts

have a combined deductible for all medical services, some have separate deductibles

for drugs. A combined deductible means that those who have a hospital stay face a

lower marginal price of prescription drugs afterwards, whereas a separate deductible
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removes this linkage.

Insuring individual versus family risk is a dimension of scope pertinent to many

settings. In health insurance, deductibles or out-of-pocket maxima can be defined

individually or shared by the family. Unemployment insurance can insure individual

or family income (e.g. by reducing individual benefits based on spousal income). The

tax and transfer system more broadly might implicitly insure family income through

joint filing, or treat everyone individually. If family income is welfare relevant, a

joint system is optimal, but might induce moral hazard. A joint system would pay a

family with two unemployed spouses more than double a family with one unemployed

member. In this case, moral hazard means that when someone becomes unemployed,

a joint system decreases their spouse’s labor supply incentive relative to a separate

system.

The time period over which risk is insured is an instance of scope. Health insurance

contracts are typically annual, encouraging concentration of spending within a year.

Unemployment insurance might replace every day, week, or month of lost income.

The tax and transfer system typically insures annual income, but for example the

U.S. corporate tax code allows for losses to be deducted against taxes for 5 years,

implicitly smoothing income over that period. It is not immediately clear whether

instantaneous, daily, or perhaps lifetime income is welfare relevant. But if the

temporal scope is changed, dynamic incentives are distorted. Since the tax system

induces a concave after-tax income schedule, those who receive a positive income

shock early in the year have dulled incentives to work later in the year, and vice

versa. If the tax system considered only weekly income, this dynamic distortion

would be reduced.
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A Theoretical Appendix

A.1 Formal definition of increased correlation

Consider two counties X,Y that are constituted by n fields each. The yield of
field i in county X is denoted xi, and the aggregate yield in county X is given by
ApXq “

ř

i xi. Similarly for Y .

Define ΓpF1, F2, . . . , Fnq to be the set of joint distribution functions with marginals
F1 and F2. Following Shaked and Shanthikumar (2007)37 and Denuit et al. (2006),
the correlation order that will be of primary interest is defined

Definition 3. Suppose X,Y P ΓpF1, F2q and have CDFs FX , FY respectively. We
say that X is be less correlated than Y or that X precedes Y in the correlation order,
written as X À Y when

X À Y ðñ FXpw1, w2q ď FY pw1, w2q, for all pw1, w2q P W.

Intuitively, this says that w1, w2 are more likely to both be small under the more
correlated Y than under X. This notion of ordering of correlation is often called
’Positive Quadrant Dependance (PQD)’ in the literature.38. This is equivalent to
writing

X À Y ðñ p1 ´ FXpw1, w2qq ď p1 ´ FY pw1, w2qq, for all pw1, w2q P W.

This says that w1, w2 are also more likely to both be large under Y than X. This
comports with the usual intuitive notion of correlation: knowing w1 is small/large
means w2 is more likely small/large the higher the correlation is, and conversely for
negative correlation it becomes more likely that when w1 is large w2 is small and
vice versa.

A.2 Generalized versions of Propositions 1, 2 and 3

In section 2 we defined separate and aggregate policies to mimic the form of actual
FCIP contracts. But many of the conclusions in that section hold for a wider class
of separate and aggregate contracts. First, an extended definition of separate and
aggregate contracts:

Definition 4. If ιseppXq “
ř

i fipxiq for continuous, weakly decreasing and convex
fi then we say a policy is separate. If ιaggpXq “ f p

ř

i xiq for continuous, weakly
decreasing and convex f then we say a policy is aggregate.

We only assume that as yield increases, the insurance payout weakly decreases.

37Here this ordering is called Positive Quadrant Dependence (PQD)
38See for example, Shaked and Shanthikumar (2007) and Denuit et al. (2006)
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Inversely, as the loss increases, the insurance payout weakly increases. Second, the
payout function is convex, or, inversely, the ’cost-share’ function, the amount of the
loss paid by the farmer, is concave. This covers the vast majority of real insurance
contracts, including all actual crop insurance contracts. 39

We can restate Propositions 1, 2 and 3 in terms these expanded definitions of sepa-
rate and aggregate policies.

Proposition 4. The farmer’s first-best policy is an aggregate policy. All separate
policies are dominated by some aggregate policy.

Proposition 5. When farmer risk aversion is not too large40 diversification effort
is higher under the separate policy than an aggregate: e˚

Sep ą e˚
Agg.

Proposition 6. The fiscal externality - the cost of socially sub-optimal effort – is
higher under the aggregate contract: FEAggpe˚

Aggq ě FESeppe˚
Sepq.

These results show that the trade-off studied - aggregate policies provide more in-
surance but induce extra moral hazard - is not sensitive to the particular structure
of FCIP contracts. Indeed, in these much expanded definitions of ’aggregate’ and
’separate’ contracts, the qualitative insights0 remain.

A.3 Extending the general model

goes here. Assume finite states of the world The contract is defined by the set of ιx
for each x. Write out constrained second-best, (follow Amy slides), get something
about increased insurance value (maybe FOCs can be put together to get something
about covariance of x with marginal U 1 (they are 1-1 so this needs to be thought
through)) vs fiscal cost from MH.

The planner’s constrained second-best problem is

W “ max
ι,

ż

X
U

˜

ÿ

i

xi ` ιpxq ´ ppeq, e

¸

πxpeqdx (18)

subject to: (19)

ppeq “ EX rιpXpeqqs (20)

e “ e˚pιq. (21)

39And for example, all the health insurance contracts considered by e.g. Chade et al. (2022).
On the other hand, a contract that features a ’donut hole’ such as in medicare part D, does not
satisfy the assumption. Donut holes break the concavity of the cost sharing scheme, because the
coinsurance rate is high (during the deductible), low (in the first coinsurance region) then high
again (in the donut hole). That exception notwithstanding, the assumptions in the definition are
quite weak.

40A sufficient condition is that the coefficient of absolute risk aversion is not too large. A necessary
condition is given in the proof.
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A.3.1 A general Baily-Chetty formula for scope

Introduction, define finite number of states, define elasticities...

We examine the optimal level of payout in generic state of the world s. In state s,
yield on field i “ 1, . . . , F is written xsi and the vector of field yieldsXs “ pxs1 . . . x

s
F q.

As shorthand, we write expected utility in state s as

u1pXsq “ u1

˜

ÿ

i

xsi ` ιpXsq ´ p, ψ

¸

.

We write the probability of this state of the world occurring as πs “ ProbpX “ Ssq.
For a generic state of the world, we write u1pXq and πX

Proposition 7. The optimal payout, ιpXsq in state Xs satisfies:

u1pXsq ´ EX ru1pXqs

EX ru1pXqs
“

EX

”

ιX

ιS
ϵπX ,ιS

ı

πs
. (22)

This formula generalizes the standard BC formula. It demonstrates that an expan-
sion of insurance must balance gains from consumption smoothing against moral
hazard that causes a fiscal externality. The left hand side shows the utility gain
from reallocating money to alow-consumption high-utility state of the world by in-
creasing the premium (hence the money comes from the ’average’ state of the world).
The right hand side shows the fiscal externality due to farmer behavioral changes.
When insurance increases, the farmer changes their effort level, changing the proba-
bilities of each state realizing and hence of each payout occurring. Since the farmer
does not internalize the aggregate fiscal impact of these behavioral changes, it causes
a fiscal externality.

To get a more intuitive sense of how what this BC formula means, we study a
two-risk case.

A.4 A two-risk special case

To motivate the government’s optimal insurance design problem we generalize the
Baily-Chetty ( Baily (1978), Chetty (2006)) formula for the optimal level of social
insurance.

A farmer with wealth w farms two fields, and faces a risk in each. With probability
p, a field will fail and cause a loss l. Assume this is the same for both fields, although
this isn’t a binding assumption. The risks may be correlated, and the probability of
zero one or two losses are given by
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P ptwo lossesq “ p1´pq2`κ, P pone lossq “ 2ppp1´pq´κq, P pzero lossesq “ p2`κ.

The parameter κ indexes the degree of correlation between the two losses, where
κ “ 0 represents independence, κ ą 0 positive correlation and κ ă 0 negative
correlation.

As in standard Baily-Chetty, farmer effort e can influence the mean probability of
loss p “ ppeq with p1peq ą 0 and p2peq ă 0. But effort has another effect: Here it also
reduces the correlation between the risks without affecting the mean risk: κ “ κpeq.
Effort incurs some (separable and convex) cost ψ.

The government implements an insurance program indexed by two numbers ι1 and
ιB, the payouts if one field fails or if both fields fail. We assume the payouts are
less than the losses, ι1 ď l, ιB ď 2l (i.e. there is no over-insurance). The price
of insurance is τ , paid in all states of the world, and we impose budget balance;
τ “

`

p1 ´ pq2 ´ κ
˘

ιB ` p2pp1 ´ pq ` κq ι1. For brevity we suppress the dependence
of κ and p on e , but this is crucial. Moreover, when the planner set’s ι1 and ιB
they recognize that this affects e which affects κ and p but we suppress this too for
clarity.

Given the insurance program, the farmer chooses e to maximize:

V “
`

p1 ´ pq2 ´ κ
˘

upw´2l`ιB´τq`p2pp1 ´ pq ` κqupw´l`ι1´τq`
`

p2 ´ κ
˘

upw´τq´ψpeq.

The planner, understanding the farmer’s maximization, then sets payouts in the
outer problem to maximize farmer welfare while accounting for the fiscal cost:

max
τ,ι1,ιB

V

subject to: τ “
`

p1 ´ pq2 ´ κ
˘

ιB ` p2pp1 ´ pq ` κq ι1.

We will focus on the planner’s optimal choice of ιB relative to ι1. Proposition 8 is a
Baily-Chetty type expression in which increasing ιB adds insurance value but at the
cost of increased moral hazard. We define the terminology used in that expression.

First, we label the expectation of marginal utility as

Eru1s “
`

p1 ´ pq2 ´ κ
˘

u1pw´2l`ιB´τq`p2pp1 ´ pq ` κqu1pw´l`ι1´τq`
`

p2 ´ κ
˘

u1pw´τq.

Elasticities are defined by:

ϵp,ιB “ ´
Bp

Be

Be

BιB

ιB
p
, ϵκ,ιB “ ´

Bκ

Be

Be

BιB

ιB
κ
.
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The Baily-Chetty type formula then takes the form.

Proposition 8. The optimal ιB satisfies:

u1pc2q ´ Eru1s

Eru1s
“

1

p1 ´ pq2 ´ κ

p

ιB
ϵp,ιB p2ιBp1 ´ pq ´ 2ι1p1 ´ 2pqq

looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

moral hazard on mean

(23)

`
1

p1 ´ pq2 ´ κ

κ

ιB
ϵκ,ιB pιB ´ 2ι1q

looooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon

moral hazard on correlation

. (24)

The classical Baily-Chetty setup features one risk (e.g. unemployment risk in the
overview article Schmieder and von Wachter (2016)). In that setting, the probability
of remaining in the bad state of the world depends on the farmer’s search effort.
More generous insurance in the bad state induces less search effort - i.e. moral
hazard.

In this setting with two risks, the farmer’s action effects the probability distribution
over states of the world in two ways. It changes the probability of either of the two
risks being realized - i.e. mean risk, and it changes the probability that both risks
are realized simultaneously - correlation risk.

The first line of the expression in proposition 8 relates the generosity of insurance
to the moral hazard of something going wrong:ϵp,ιB The second line relates the
generosity of insurance to the moral hazard effect of everything going wrong: ϵκ,ιB .

This second effect is novel. Over and above the incentives to increase decrease p
when insurance is more generous, the structure of the insurance contract may induce
a preference for zero or two risks being realized relative to just one. The following
definition clarifies this.

Definition 5. An insurance scheme is “separate ” if ιB “ 2ι1. A non-separate
scheme has ιB ą 2ι1. Therefore, we call an increase in ιB, for fixed ι1, a “more
aggregate” policy.

Intuitively, when an insurance contract treats each risk separately, the payout if one
risk realizes does not depend on whether the other risk realizes. That is, the payout
for both risks occurring is double the payout if one risk occurs.

When an insurance contract moves toward caring about aggregate risk, it treats
two losses as more than twice as bad as one loss. When exactly one risk occurs, the
individual loss is mitigated by the other loss not occurring. The planner might then
not need to set a high payout in that state of the world. On the other hand, when
both risks occur, the farmers aggregate loss puts them in a high marginal utility
state of the world. The planner wishes to treat this second loss much more seriously
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than the first, since there is no cross-subsidization between the risk that occurs and
the risk that doesn’t.

This comports with the actual structure of aggregate vs separate contracts, explored
in section 2.2. A separate crop insurance contract treats each risk individually. An
aggregate crop insurance contract pays out little or nothing for an isolated crop
failure since aggregate losses are low. But when there are many simultaneous crop
failures, payouts increase substantially.

The following lemma formalizes the interaction between contract structure and
moral hazard that induces correlation.

Corollary 1. For fixed elasticity ϵκ,ιB , the welfare cost from moral hazard on cor-
relation is greater for a more aggregate policy.

Moral hazard on correlation is a bigger problem for more aggregate policies. In
particular, for separate policies, it has no effect. This is the core reason why a
more aggregate insurance policy need not be optimal, even if aggregate farmer loss
is the welfare-relevant quantity. Aggregate insurance - which pays out more if two
risks occur than double if one risk occurs - encourages farmers to make more likely
the state of the world in which both risks realize, by increasing correlation through
decreased effort.

A.5 Moral hazard on mean risk vs on correlation

In prior work, moral hazard has meant a change in the mean risk of a loss occurring
due to a distortion in the behaviour of the insured. Since the insurance contract
pays more money in the bad state of the world than the good, any action to make
the former more likely causes a fiscal externality.

This has been studied in the context of crop insurance, as we detail in the literature
review. This means that going from no insurance to any insurance introduces moral
hazard that increases mean risk. Hence, we can understand the basic structure crop
insurance contracts, in particular their convexity, as designed to align farmer and
planner incentives and limit moral hazard.

We are not studying the movement from no insurance to any insurance that may
change mean risk. We are studying the movement between separate and aggregate
insurance that may change the correlation between field risks. In our model, we
need not assume that farmer actions that change the correlation have any impact
on mean risk at all. This makes it more likely for all fields to fail or all fields to
succeed together, while the unconditional rate of failure or success is held constant.

This also causes a fiscal externality in aggregate policies. Aggregate policies pay
relatively more when all fields fail than if just a few fields fail and most succeed. In
other words, they make the really bad state - when everything fails - less bad for
the farmer. As farmers are now protected against that state of the world, they take
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actions - reduced diversity or increased correlation - to make it more likely. This
means that the aggregate policies end up paying out more due to those behavioral
distortions, a fiscal externality.

Actions that change correlation due to a movement from separate to aggregate
insurance might have a secondary knock-on effect on mean risk. This might accen-
tuate or mitigating the moral hazard from the initial movement from no insurance
to any insurance. The particular farmer actions that change correlation that we
study - most specifically irrigation - likely do have knock on effects on yield. For
example, irrigation decreases mean risk and decreases correlation. Our results show
that aggregate policies induce less irrigation. This suggests that the moral hazard on
means, although not our primary focus, is made worse by these primarily correlation
altering actions.

B Empirical Appendix

C Extensive Margin of Insurance Enrollment

As discussed in the main paper, we do not find any effects on the extensive margin
on enrollment in any insurance. To show this, we estimate specification (14) where
the dependent variable is the numbers of acres, for a county and crop, enrolled in
any type of insurance, divided by the total number of agricultural acres for that
crop in the county, which comes from the 2007 Census of Agriculture. The results
are in Figure 10
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Figure 6: Treatment effect of being a crop eligible for the expanded aggregate subsidy
on proportion of agricultural acres in the county enrolled in any type of insurance. The
estimating equation is (14), standard errors are clustered at the crop level, and the
coefficients τt are graphed with 95% confidence intervals. Observations are weighted
by acres insured.

We see economically small, and statistically insignicant effects. This shows that
the effect of the 2009 policy change was to get farms previously insured in separate
insurance to swap to aggregate insurance, not to get farms who were previously
uninsured to enroll in aggregate insurance. This confirms that the set of insured
acres that forms the denominator in many of our analyses (e.g. the proportion of
acres irrigated over total acres insured) is not changing.

C.1 Between-crop 2009 Irrigation Results

We begin with the raw time series for the three focus crops. Using the universal
SOB data, Figure 7 shows a moderate decline from trend in the proportion of acres
irrigated (nationally) after the 2009 policy change. This is more pronounced for
wheat and corn than soybeans. Moreover, the general year-to-year variation illus-
trates that irrigation is not a once-off decision, but is an active margin that farmers
adjust, as water prices and availability change.
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Figure 7: National Percentage of (Insured) Acres Irrigated for Corn, Wheat and
Soybeans

As in the literature (e.g. Annan and Schlenker (2015)) we split up our analysis into
counties to the east and to the west of the 100th meridian of longitude. To the east
of the 100th meridian rainfall is high and irrigation less common. Whereas in the
west conditions are naturally dry and substantially more agriculture is dependent on
irrigation. We therefore estimate equation 14) with outcome variable the percentage
of all insured acres that are irrigated, separately for the east and the west. The
coefficients of interest are τt, which are plotted in figure 8.
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Figure 8: Treatment effect of being a crop eligible for the expanded aggregate subsidy
on the percentage of insured acres that are irrigated. The left panel is for states to
the west of the 100th meridian, the right panel to east. The estimating equation is
(14), standard errors are clustered at the crop level and the coefficients τt are graphed
with 95% confidence intervals. Observations are weighted by acres insured.

As a robustness check, we also aggregate the data to the crop x year level and
estimate an analogous specification. These results are in Figure 9.

ˆ

Insured acres with irrigation

All insured acres

˙

crop,t

“ αcrop`γt`τt1 rtsˆ1 rcrop = Treated Crops`ϵcrop,t.

(25)

Figure 9: Treatment effect of being a crop eligible for the expanded aggregate subsidy
on the percentage of insured acres that are irrigated. The left panel is for states to
the west of the 100th meridian, the right panel to east. The estimating equation is
(??), the specification is at the crop x year level and the coefficients τt are graphed
with 95% confidence intervals. Observations are weighted by acres insured.

We see, in both sets of specifications and after an adjustment period, an approxi-
mately 1.5-3% decline in both the western and eastern regions The pre-2009 base
rates of irrigation are approximately 29% in the west and 10% in the east.

However, as we discuss in appendix C.6, there was also an increase in coverage
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levels following the 2009 reform. Hence, some part of the decline in irrigation might
be due to increased insurance due to higher coverage levels, reducing the need for
self-insurance such as irrigation. We investigate this in appendix C.6.2 and find
evidence inconsistent with this hypothesis. We find that counties with high coverage
pre-reform were those with the greatest declines in irrigation. This reassures that
the change in irrigation is due to changes in scope, not coverage levels.

Overall, these analyses show that as farmers move to aggregate insurance, they
irrigate less. This confirms our theoretical prediction: as the scope of insurance
broadens the incentive to increase diversification between crop by irrigating is re-
duced. This has a knock-on effect on the total yield, which we explore below.

C.2 Yield Implications of Reduced Irrigation

To quantify the impact of lower irrigation on yield, we use experimental estimates
of the effect of irrigation on cotton, soybeans and wheat. Various extension officers
and agricultural universities conduct ’variety trials’, in which different varieties of
crops are grown on adjacent land. Often a variety of crop will be tested in the same
location with and without irrigation. We use the differences in mean yield from
those trials as our best estimate of the crop-specific treatment effect of irrigation.

The trials used to compute the treatment effects were as exhaustive as possible. Our
criteria were that the same variety had to be trialled, in the same location and year,
under irrigated and dryland conditions.

For corn, we use variety trials conducted at Springfield and Milan, Tennessee by
Sykes et al. (2019) in 2019. Over 30 varieties were tests under dryland and irrigated
conditions at these locations, with details in Sykes et al. (2019). We take the average
yield at each location, for each of early, medium and full season yields. We take
the ratio of the average yield for irrigated to dryland. We take a simple average of
this ratio of over the 3 seasons ˆ 2 locations which leads to our estimate of 68%
higher irrigated yield than dryland. We use the proportion of acres irrigated for
corn in 2008, which is 16.4%, in combination with a treatment effect of 3% on acres
irrigated, to compute an implied 1.8% change in national corn yield.

For wheat, we use 2021 variety trials in Box Butte County, Nebraska conducted by
The University of Nebraska (2023). They estimate an irrigated wheat yield of 135.9,
a dryland yield of 56.8. Hence we take 139% as the causal difference in yield due
to irrigation. We use the proportion of acres irrigated for wheat in 2008, which is
12.7%, in combination with this treatment effect of 3%, to compute an implied 3.5%
change in national cotton yield.

For soy, we use variety trials at Springfield and Milan, Tennessee by Sykes et al.
(2022). We average over the four maturity groups, with all varieties used. From
this estimate a 17% higher irrigated yield than dryland. We use the proportion of
acres irrigated for soy in 2008, which is 11.7%, in combination with this treatment
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effect of 3%, to compute an implied 0.5% change in national soy yield.

For cotton, we use variety trials conducted by Texas A&M Agrilife Research and
Extension Centre (2023) at Halfway, Lubbock and Lamesa in 2000. The varieties
tests under irrigated and dryland conditions were All-Tex Excess and Tamcot Sphinx
(Halfway), All-Tex Atlas, All-Tex Excess, Deltapin,e 2156 Seedco, 9023 Tamcot
Sphinx (Lubbock), All-Tex Atlas, Paymaster Tejas, Tamcot Sphinx, Paymaster 2326
BG/RR, Paymaster 2326 RR (Lamesa). We take the ratio of irrigated to dryland
yield for all these varieties, and average the ratio across varieties and location to get
that irrigation causes yield to be 264% higher than dryland. We use the proportion of
acres irrigated for cotton in 2008, which is 46.9%, in combination with this treatment
effect of 3%, to compute an implied 3.5% change in national cotton yield.

From these variety trials, we estimate that irrigation increases the yield per acre
of cotton by 264.2%, soybeans by 17.7%, wheat by 139.2% and corn by 68.1%.
Weighting by the proportion of irrigated acres by crop in 2008, we find an implied
reduction in national yield of 3.5% for cotton, 0.5% for soybeans, 3.5% for wheat
and 1.8% for corn, at a 3% irrigation reduction. We stress that these are national
yield reduction estimates implied by our irrigation results, not directly estimated.

C.3 Between Crop Evidence for the Complementarity of Revenue
and Aggregate Insurance

In this section, detail is provided on which contracts are classified as revenue protec-
tion contracts and which as yield protection. We also present between-farm analysis
from a policy change in 2015.

Many different contracts are offered by the FCIP. The following were classified as
yield protection, revenue protection, or neither.

• Yield insurance contracts: Actual Production History (APH), Yield Protection
(YP)

• Revenue insurance contracts: Revenue Protection (RP), Crop Revenue Cov-
erage (CRC), Revenue Assurance (RA)

All remaining contracts were excluded from the yield vs revenue analysis section.
These include: contracts that insure areas larger than a farm (e.g. county-based
insurance), wind index products, and a hybrid product called Revenue Protection
with Harvest Price Exclusion (RPHPE). RPHPE sits somewhere between YP and
RP products. Under an RPHPE contract, the guaranteed revenue for the farmer is
defined as expected yield times pre-harvest price, whereas the payout is calculated
based on the difference between guaranteed revenue and actual revenue (using the
harvest price). Hence, partial price insurance is offered, since if the harvest price is
very low, a payout can still be paid out, but the level the farmer is indemnified up
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to depends only on the pre-harvest price. This product is not very popular, and to
avoid uncertainty about how to classify it we drop it from our analysis.

The 2015 policy change, that expanded eligibility for aggregate insurance to three
new crops, caused many farmers to swap to aggregate insurance, thereby broadening
the scope of their policy. It also caused an increase in the take-up of revenue (rather
than yield) insurance, implying a complementarity between aggregate and revenue
insurance.

Movement to aggregate insurance. We first show that the 2015 eligibility ex-
pansion subsidy sharply moved treated crops from separate to aggregate insurance,
without any discernible change in the total acreage insured.

We re-estimate equation 14, except now treatment occurs in 2015, the treated crops
are popcorn, dry beans and dry peas, and the control crops are the 11 crops that
were treated in 2009 with the subsidy expansion, and hence throughout this period
were always eligible for aggregate and revenue insurance.

Figure 10: Treatment effect of new eligibility for aggregate insurance on: panel (a)
the percentage of acres enrolled in separate insurance. The estimating equation is
(14), errors are clustered at the crop level, and the coefficients τt are graphed with
95% confidence intervals. Observations are weighted by acres insured.

We see a large movement - of about 15% - away from separate insurance for the
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crops treated with the aggregate insurance eligibility. We do not see any increase
in total acres insured. Having established the effect of the 2015 policy change on
aggregate insurance take-up, we study the knock-on effect on revenue versus yield
insurance.

Increase in revenue insurance. Independently of the choice of scope, a farmer
can choose to insure yield (q) or revenue (pˆ q). In both cases the quantity insured
is based on a historical average of the farm’s yield. The price insured is calculated
at the time of insurance purchases (typically March) and is based on the expected
harvest price of the commodity, from a futures exchange.41

How do incentives to change the scope of the policy - from separate to aggregate
- affect incentives to choose yield versus revenue insurance? Intuitively, we expect
aggregated insurance to be complementary to revenue insurance. If the yield on field
1 is Y1 and on field 2 is Y2, and revenue R1 “ P ¨ Y1, R2 “ P ¨ Y2 respectively then
approximately speaking we expect CorrpR1, R2q ą CorrpY1, Y2q. That is, revenue is
more correlated than yield, because revenue has the additional factor P in it, which
is perfectly correlated across fields. The result below formalizes this.

Proposition 9. Suppose that P K Y1, P K Y2 and that Y1 and Y2 have the same
(marginal) distributions. Then we have

CorrpR1, R2q ą CorrpY1, Y2q.

This shows that adding price to the insurance contract increases correlations of
outcome across fields. In combination with Proposition 3 this suggests that revenue
insurance and aggregate insurance are complementary. Aggregate insurance is more
attractive for more correlated field level risks, and including price in the contract
increases correlation.

To verify this empirically, we estimate specification (14) where the outcome variable
is the proportion of all insured acres that are enrolled in revenue insurance. The
coefficients τt are in figure 11 below. As an additional robustness check, we estimate
an analogous version of 14 at the crop x year level.

ˆ

Acres in Revenue Insurance

Acres in Any Insurance

˙

crop,t

“ αcrop`γt`τt1 rtsˆ1 rcrop = Treated Crops`ϵcrop,t

(26)

41Details of which exact contracts we classify as revenue or yield insurance are in appendix ??.
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Figure 11: Treatment effect of eligibility for aggregate insurance on the percentage
of crops enrolled in revenue insurance, before and after the 2015 policy change. The
estimating equation is (14) for the top panel, and 26 for the bottom panel, standard
errors are clustered by crop, and the coefficients τt are graphed with 95% confidence
intervals. Observations are weighted by acres insured.
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We see an 10-15% increase in revenue insurance take-up once a crop is also made
eligible for aggregate insurance. This confirms the strong complementarities between
revenue and aggregate insurance suggested by the theory.

As a final check against, we implement a synthetic DiD estimator so that the control
group is empirically estimated using the data instead of chosen by the researcher.
The results are below.

Synthetic DiD

Treatment Effect 10.1%˚˚˚

(2.2%)

We find a similarly sized effect of 10.1% (with a standard error of 2.2 %). An illustra-
tive figure is in the appendix section ??. Additionally, the within-farm specification
using ARMS data exhibits an even larger effect: 35% more of the farms that swap
to aggregate insurance take up revenue insurance relative to the farms that remain
in separate insurance. These confirm the event study evidence.

C.4 Between-crop Effects of the 2022 Reform

This section studies the take-up of separate insurance following the policy changes
in 2022 that are used in the supplementary analysis in section 6.1. In both cases
equation (14) is estimated. As in section 6.1, the treated crop is wheat, and the
control crops are barley, oats and canola.

We begin by analyzing whether the reforms caused any shift in acres from separate to
aggregate insurance. We estimate equation (14) where the outcome is the proportion
of all insured acres that are enrolled in separate insurance.
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Figure 12: Event study of effect of the 2022 policy changes on the percentage of acres
enrolled in separate insurance. The estimating equation is (14, standard errors are
clustered by crop, the coefficients τt are plotted with 95% confidence intervals, and
observations are weighted by acres insured.

Overall, we see no effect on the proportion of acres enrolled in separate insurance.
This shows that any effects of the 2022 policy change we now study are due to
different decisions by farms who are already enrolled in aggregate insurance. We
now study the change in diversification following the 2022 corrective reform. Details
of the reform are in section 6.1.

We estimate the change in entropy at a county level. To ensure robustness to
pre-trends and our choice of controls, we estimate this between-crop effect using
synthetic difference-in-differences. In SDID, the control unit is chosen to match on
the latent structure. We estimate the 2022 and 2023 effects separately. The results
are in table 12 below.
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Year SDID τ Estimate

2022 0.032˚˚˚

(0.004)
2023 0.04˚˚˚

(0.005)

*** p ă 0.01

Table 12: SDID estimates for the change in entropy following the policy change in
2022 that allowed aggregate units differentiated by type for wheat. Wheat is the
treated crop, barley, canola and oats are the control crop.

The results from the between-crop SDID analysis confirm the within-wheat analysis
in Figure 5. The treatment effect in 2022 is 0.03, and increased in 2023 to 0.037.

C.4.1 Robustness of Wheat Diversity Results to Aggregation Issues

The level of aggregation of our data moght cause issues in the crop diversity analysis
in section 6.1. It is possible that county level diversity increases while farm level
diversity decreases, or vice versa. To understand this, suppose there is a county
with two farms on it. The first farm has 60 acres of winter wheat. The second farm
as 20 acres of winter wheat and 20 acres of spring wheat. Overall the county has 80
acres of winter and 20 acres of spring wheat.

Suppose after the policy reform the farm with 60 acres of winter wheat is unchanged,
whereas the farm that was half/half now becomes fully spring wheat. Notice that
that farm has become less diverse: it went from being half/half spring and winter
to fully spring. But the county has gone from 80/20 to 60/40, and so diversity has
increased. The reason for this non-monotonicity is that the majority type at the
county level need not be the majority type at the farm level. A farm can move
toward the majority type (decreasing diversity) while the county gets more diverse,
if that farm majority type is the county minority type.

To check our results are robust to this issue, we re-run the analysis from section
4.2.2 restricting to counties that had zero entropy (so no diversity - they all grew
one type of wheat) before the reform, but were in the northern states of Nebraska,
South Dakota, North Dakota, Montana in which moving between types of wheat is
plausible.42 By looking at counties with no diversity - that all grew the same type
of wheat - we can be sure that if the county becomes more diverse so too do the
farms. This is because if the farms and county all start at zero acres of, say, winter
wheat, we recover monotonicity since the crop that is majority (in fact, entirety) of

42If we include all counties with zero entropy, the overwhelming majority are southern states that
only grow winter wheat before and after the reform. These overwhelm the states in which changes
take place.
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the counties is also the entirety of the farms.

We reproduce figure 5 restricted to this subset of counties. The result is in figure
13 below.

Figure 13: Entropy in wheat aggregate units versus separate units, restricted to coun-
ties Nebraska, South Dakota, North Dakota, Montana with no pre-reform diversity.

Just as in the main paper, diversity increases by approximately 2.5% in these coun-
ties. As discussed above, due to this sample restriction, this must mean diversity at
a farm level increased as well.

C.5 Interactions with other Farm Support Programs

In addition to crop insurance, the FCIP administers other programs that financially
support and subsidize farmers. These are often referred to as constituting the ’farm
safety net’. These programs include direct subsidies, payments to compensate for
national crop price drops, some ad hoc disaster assistance43, and some programs not
relevant to the crops we study, such as payments to dairy producers and for crops
not included in the formal FCIP (Shields et al. (2010)).

Since 2014, the safety net was streamlined to primarily consist of two programs:
Price Loss Coverage (PLC) and Agricultural Risk Coverage (ARC) (Plastina (2015)).

43see the discussion in section ??
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PLC provides price insurance if the average national price for a cropping year falls
below a reference price. The reference price is the maximum of a statutory price
from the most recent farm bill, or the Olympic average of the last five years fo
market prices, capped at 115% of the statutory price. For major field crops, the
market price is rarely below the reference price, and hence this policy is unlikely to
be triggered (see Schnitkey (2022)).

ARC provides shallow revenue insurance againt county revenue. If revenue for a
crop in a given county falls below 86% of the expected county revenue, farmers can
be indemnified up to 10% of county revenue, prorated to their acres. That only
10% of expected revenue can be indemnified is why the program is shallow. In a
particularly bad year, the FCIP will be responsible for most of the insurance payout,
with ARC covering some of the FCIP deductible. It is conceptually comparable to
Medicare Supplement Insurance (Medigap).

A concern is that the changes to crop insurance that we study are just redirecting
money to or from the other safety net programs. In particular, our analysis of the
fiscal impacts of the 2009 change in section ?? would be problematic if the same
farm bill that lead to a massive expansion of the enterprise subsidy also lead to
reduced expenditures in other safety net programs.

We study this in two ways. First, we use the ARMS data to compare receipts from
other government programs of farms that swapped to aggregate insurance to farms
that remained in separate insurance. Second, we use the data on the universe of
payments made at the county level and analyze the correlation between receipts of
insurance payments and/or subsidies, and all non-insurance farm payments from
other government programs.

First, we run DID analyses using the ARMS data identically to the other within-
farm analyses, just with different outcomes. Specifically, we run:

Income from DPfarm,t “ αfarm ` γt ` τ1 rt ě 2009s ˆ 1 rFarm in Aggregate Policy s ` ϵit
(27)

Income from CCPfarm,t “ αfarm ` γt ` τ1 rt ě 2009s ˆ 1 rFarm in Aggregate Policy s ` ϵit
(28)

Disaster Assistance Incomefarm,t “ αfarm ` γt ` τ1 rt ě 2009s ˆ 1 rFarm in Aggregate Policy s ` ϵit
(29)

Total (Non-Insurance) Gov Incfarm,t “ αfarm ` γt ` τ1 rt ě 2009s ˆ 1 rFarm in Aggregate Policy s ` ϵit.

(30)

(31)

The results are in table 13 below. As seen, there is no statistically significant
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difference in income received from any non-insurance government programs on farms
that swapped to aggregate policies relative to those that didn’t. This explains our
study of the crop insurance program in isolation.

Outcome Estimate of τ

Income from DP ´449
(1506)

Income from CCP ´1, 092
(884)

Disaster Assistance Income 345
(2579)

Total (Non-Insurance) Government Income ´742
(3933)

Table 13: DID estimates of the change in income from other government support
programsbefore and after 2009 for farms that swap to aggregate insurance, relative
to farms that remain in separate insurance. The estimating equation is (27) and the
coefficients τ are shown. ˚

{
˚˚

{
˚˚˚ denotes statistical significance at the 10%/5%/1%

levels. Observations are weighted by the ARMS prescribed weights to ensure popu-
lation representativeness.

Second, we study the universe of payments made by all US Government farm support
programs at the county level. We use data from the Environmental Working Group
(EWG)44 that records payments made by crop and county in all of the safety net
programs. The crops for which specific data is collected are: cotton, grain sorghum,
corn, peanuts, soybeans wheat, rice, barley, canola, oats, dry peas, potatoes.

We compare data on county farm safety net payments to data on county insurance
premia, claims and subsidies from our main data set. We restrict our main data
set to be only the 11 crops above. We define the following summary measures
of payments per insured acre made to farmers via the crop insurance subsidy, for
county c in year y:

44Source: Environmental Working Group (2023).
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Safety Net PAcy “
Total Non-Insurance Farm Paymentscy

Insured Acrescy

Insurance Subsidies PAcy “
Insurance Subsidiescy

Insured Acrescy

Insurance Net Payments PAcy “
payouts + Subsidies - Farmer Premiacy

Insured Acrescy
.

The measure of total farm payments excluding insurance, ’Safety Net PA’, captures
the rest of the farm safety net. We use two measures of payments made by the
government via the crop insurance program. First, we use the total subsidies paid.
Second, we account for the fact that, due to the subsidies, the farmers are receiving
better than actuarailly fair insurance. Hence we measure the explicit subsidy, plus
the implicit subsidy given by the difference between payouts and actual farmer paid
premia.

We compute correlations at the year county level between these. The results are in
table 14.

Year Range
Correlation 2003-2008 2009-2014 2015-2018

Safety Net PA, Insurance Net Payments PA -0.003 -0.001 0.019
CI (95%) (-0.020, 0.013) (-0.017, 0.016) (-0.001, 0.040)

Safety Net PA, Insurance Subsidies PA -0.002 -0.009 0.051
CI (95%) (-0.019, 0.014) (-0.026, 0.007) (0.031, 0.072)

Table 14: Crop Insurance vs Other Farm Support Program Payments

Table 14 shows that there is no correlation between farm insurance payments, by
either measurement, and payments from the other safety net programs. This is
consistent with the bulk of the safety net programs being direct subsidies, which are
insensitive to farm outcomes. Moreover, there is no statistical difference between
these correlations before and after the policy change under study. This confirms the
within-farm ARMS evidence and further justifies our treatment of crop insurance
in isolation within the main paper.
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C.6 Effects on Coverage Level

C.6.1 2009 Policy Change

The subsidy to aggregate insurance in 2008 meant that the farmers who moved to
aggregate insurance spent substantially less on their premia. This is because, hold-
ing subsidies fixed, aggregate insurance is cheaper than separate insurance and the
subsidy was much higher. In this section we demonstrate that farmers in aggregate
insurance who were now less protected against certain hazards, and who had more
money to spend, increased their coverage level.

Although coverage can be chosen at any 5% level from 50-85%, for ease we define
“high” coverage as anything 75% or higher. The outcome of interest is the proportion
of all insured acres that have coverage of 75% or more. We estimate equation 14
with this dependent variable. The coefficients of interest are τt, which are platted
in figure 14.

Figure 14: Change in the percentage of acres enrolled in high (ě 75%) coverage after
the 2009 policy change.

We see an almost 25% rise in high coverage among the crops treated with the
aggregate insurance subsidy relative to the control group. This means the farmers
have more insurance, in level, after the policy change in 2009. Of our outcomes,
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most do not affect mean risk: revenue insurance is priced to be the same expected
loss ratio as yield insurance, any extra land farmed is priced on its own yield history
and crop diversity is a diversification decision. Because irrigation has a strong effect
on mean yield as well as diversification. Our concern is that irrigation changes we
studied in section 4.2.3 are partially due to the increased coverage, not solely the
shift from separate to aggregate insurance as we have been supposing. We analyze
this now.

C.6.2 2009 Irrigation Interaction with Coverage Changes

The irrigation effect presented in the main paper section 4.2.3 is possibly confounded
by the coverage change shown in figure 14.

To disentangle the coverage from the scope effect on irrigation, we break down the
2009 treated county crops into those that had, before the policy change, above versus
below median levels of ’high’ coverage. That is, we see if the irrigation effects we
observed are due to county crops that, before the reform, already had high coverage,
and for whom the confounding is weaker, rather than their complement for whom
the confounding is stronger.

Specifically, we estimate the same specification (??) as in section 4.2.3 broken down
by county crops who had below or above median levels of high coverage (ě 75%)
prior to the 2009 reform. As usual, also break down by counties to the east and
west of the 100th meridian, leading to four different samples.

The results are in figure 19.
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Figure 15: Caption for first subfigure. Figure 16: Caption for second subfigure.

Figure 17: Caption for third subfigure. Figure 18: Caption for fourth subfigure.

Figure 19: Main caption for the figure.

We see, both east and west of the 100th meridian, that the fall in irrigation after the
2009 policy reform was driven by the county crops that already had above median
levels of high coverage. Those that had low levels of high coverage pre-reform never
display drops in irrigation that are statistically significant from zero.

This is inconsistent with the story in which it is the post-2009 coverage increase,
rather than the take-up of aggregate insurance, that drives the drop in irrigation.
That story would mean that those counties that began with lower coverage, and
hence had more room to increase coverage after 2009, are where the falls in irrigation
are found. We observe the opposite, indicating that the drop in irrigation is strongest
where the coverage effect was weakest. This mollifies our concern regarding the 2009
irrigation effects being confounded by coverage changes.

C.7 Contract Details: Revenue / Yield Insurance ˆ Aggregate/Sep-
arate

To understand the precise structure of the insurance contracts, and how they interact
with the choice of scope and of revenue vs yield insurance we writeXi for the realized
yield on field i, EpXiq for the expected yield, p for the realized price, p̄ for the
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expected price (at the time of insurance purchase), and c for the coverage level (the
proportion of expected yield or expected revenue that is covered). The insurance
payouts from the four types of contracts are:

ιY ield
Sep “ p̄ˆ

ÿ

i

max tcEpXiq ´Xi, 0u (32)

ιRevenue
Sep “

ÿ

i

max tcp̄EpXiq ´ pXi, 0u (33)

ιY ield
Agg “ p̄ˆ max

#

ÿ

i

cEpXiq ´
ÿ

i

Xi, 0

+

(34)

ιRevenue
Agg “

ÿ

i

max

#

ÿ

i

cp̄EpXiq ´
ÿ

i

pXi, 0

+

. (35)

D Proofs

D.1 Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. We proceed in three steps. First, that the first-best contract must be a
deterministic function of total yield. This already rules out separate contracts as
optimal. Second, that the first-best contract is continuous. Third, that the first-best
contract is an aggregate form, per Definition 2.

1. The first-best contract depends only on total yield. Suppose not. Label
the supposedly optimal contract by ιp¨q. Then for some total yield Y “

ř

iXi there
is a non-degenerate distribution of payouts ιY pXq out depending on the field-by-field
yields X. Consider instead the contract ι1pXq “ ι1pY q “ EX rιY pXqs that pays, at
each total yield Y , the expectation of payouts from ι, averaged over all field-by-field
yields that sum to the same total yield. This generates the same expected payout,
because it pays the same in expectation at each total yield Y . The new contract is
preferred since:
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EpUpιpXqqq “

ż

X
πxup

ÿ

xi ` ιpxq ´ pqdx

“

ż

Y

ż

X:
ř

Xi“Y
πxu

´

ÿ

xi ` ιpxq ´ p
¯

dxdy

ă

ż

Y
u

˜

ż

X:
ř

Xi“Y
πx

´

ÿ

xi ` ιpxq ´ p
¯

dx

¸

dy

“

ż

Y
u

`

EX:
ř

Xi“Y rY ` ιY pxq ´ ps
˘

dy

“ EpUpι1pXqqq

where the inequality follows from the risk aversion of the farmer. We have a contract
that costs the same as the original and generates strictly higher expected utility.
Hence, ι cannot have been optimal.

2. The first-best contract is continuous. Suppose not. Then the first-best
contract ι, which we know is a function only of total yield, has a discontinuity at
some point y. Suppose, without loss of generality, that ιpyq jumps upward at y, but
is continuous nearby. In particular, there exists a δ such that for all y P py ´ δ, yq

and all y1 P py, y ` δq, ιpyq ă ιpy1q,therefore upyq ă upy1q and u1pyq ą u1py1q. Write
π for the probability of y being in py´ δ, yq and π1 for the probability of y1 being in
py, y ` δq. Consider the new contract ι1 that pays π1ϵ more for y P py ´ δ, yq and πϵ
less for y P py, y` δq, for an ϵ ą 0. By construction the expected payout is the same
under ι1 as under ι.

It remains to show that this new contract is preferred. Write Y pιpXqq for the final
farmer income induced by contract ι when X realizes: Y pιpXqq “

ř

iXi ` ιpXq ´pι.
The difference in utility under contract ι1 relative to ι is given by:

EpUpι1pXqq ´ EpUpιpXqq “

ż

x:
ř

i xiPpy´δ,yq

UpY pι1pXqqq ´ UpY pιpXqqπxdx

“

ż

x:
ř

i xiPpy,y`δq

UpY pι1pXqq ´ UpY pιpXqqπxdx.

Following Arrow (1963), by the mean value theorem, for any realization of X there
exists y P py´δ, yq with UpY pι1pXqq´UpY pιpXqq “ U 1pyqpY pι1pXq´Y pιpXqq for all
and similarly exists a y1 P py, y ` δq. Clearly, U 1pyq ą U 1py1q. And by construction,
pY pι1pXq ´ Y pιpXqq “ π1ϵ in py ´ δ, yq and pY pι1pXq ´ Y pιpXqq “ ´πϵ in py, y ` δq.
Then we have
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EpUpι1pXqq ´ EpUpιpXqq “

ż

x:
ř

i xiPpy´δ,yq

U 1pyqpπ1ϵqπxdx´

ż

x:
ř

i xiPpy,y`δq

U 1py1qpπϵqπxdx

“ U 1pyqpππ1ϵq ´ U 1py1qpππ1ϵq

ą U 1py1qpππ1ϵq ´ U 1py1qpππ1ϵq

“ 0.

Hence, the new contract is preferred, and so we conclude that the discontinuity at
y cannot have been optimal.

3. The first-best contract is of aggregate form. Given steps 1 and 2, we
know that the optimal contract is a continuous function only of total yield. The
conclusion then follows directly from Arrow (1963).

D.2 Proof of Propositions 2 and 3.

Proof. These are special cases of Propositions 5 and 6, noting that the definition 4
strictly generalizes definitions 1 and 2.

D.3 Proof of Proposition 4

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 1. The first-best contract is an
aggregate contract in the original definition 2, which is a special case of the more
general definition 4 used here.

D.4 Proof of Proposition 5

Proof. The assumption we require on the level of risk aversion is precisely that that
∆U “ U p

ř

xi ` ιseppXq ´ pq ´ U p
ř

xi ` ιaggpXq ´ pq is submodular.

We relate this to risk aversion in two ways. First, suppose that ιseppXq “
ř

i fipxiq

and ιaggpXq “ f p
ř

i xiq are differentiable. Then submodularity requires that B2

BxiBxj
∆U ă

0 for any i ‰ j. This reduces to, where U2 ´ Sep “ U2 p
ř

xi ` ιseppXq ´ p, eq and
similarly for U 1

Sep, U
2
Agg and U 1

Agg:

f2p
ř

xiq

p1 ` f 1p
ř

xiqq2
loooooooomoooooooon

p1q

ą
U2
Sepp1 ` f 1

ipxiqqp1 ` f 1
jpxjqq

U 1
Agg

loooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon

p2q

´
U2
Agg

U 1
Agg

loomoon

p3q

. (36)
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By the convexity of f and concavity of u, (1) is positive, (2) is negative and (3) is
positive (including the minus). Hence, when the coefficient of absolute risk aversion
´U2{U 1 is zero or sufficiently small, this gurantees that the inequality holds. Hence
small risk aversion is a sufficient condition.

If f and fi are not differentiable, then the claim still follows by noting that for
risk-neutral U “ id, the proof goes through identically to proposition 3. Hence, by
continuity, it also holds nearby.

In any case, we assume the submodularity above. It follows by Denuit et al. (2006)
that, for diversification effort levels e1 ă e ∆U is higher at e1 than e. In other
words: the returns to diversification are higher under a separate policy than an
aggregate. Since the cost functions are the same, it follows that the optimal amount
of diversifying effort is higher under a separate policy than an aggregate, as required.

If ιseppXq “
ř

i fipxiq for continuous, weakly decreasing and convex fi then we say
a policy is separate. If ιaggpXq “ f p

ř

i xiq for continuous, weakly decreasing and
convex f then we say a policy is aggregate.

D.5 Proof of Proposition 6

Proof. We first prove that gpXq “ ιAggpXq ´ ιSeppXq is supermodular. First, note
that

gpX ^ Y q ` gpX _ Y q ´ gpXq ´ gpY q “
ÿ

i

fipxi ^ yiq `
ÿ

i

fipxi _ yiq ´
ÿ

i

fipxiq ´
ÿ

i

fipyiq

(37)

` f

˜

ÿ

i

xi ^ yi

¸

` f

˜

ÿ

i

xi _ yi

¸

´ f

˜

ÿ

i

xi

¸

´ f

˜

ÿ

i

yi

¸

(38)

“ f

˜

ÿ

i

xi ^ yi

¸

` f

˜

ÿ

i

xi _ yi

¸

´ f

˜

ÿ

i

xi

¸

´ f

˜

ÿ

i

yi

¸

(39)

since for every i we have

fipxi ^ yiq ` fipxi _ yiq “ fipxiq ` fipyiq. (40)

Now, we show that f p
ř

i xiq is supermodular. By the definition of meet and join,
we have that

ÿ

i

xi ^ yi ď
ÿ

i

xi,
ÿ

i

yi ď
ÿ

i

xi _ yi. (41)
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Hence there exist λx, λy such that

ÿ

i

xi “ λx

˜

ÿ

i

xi _ yi

¸

` p1 ´ λxq

˜

ÿ

i

xi ^ yi

¸

(42)

ÿ

i

yi “ λy

˜

ÿ

i

xi _ yi

¸

` p1 ´ λyq

˜

ÿ

i

xi ^ yi

¸

. (43)

Moreover by (40) we have that λx ` λy “ 1. Hence we have,

f

˜

ÿ

i

xi

¸

` f

˜

ÿ

i

yi

¸

“ f

˜

λx

˜

ÿ

i

xi _ yi

¸

` p1 ´ λxq

˜

ÿ

i

xi ^ yi

¸¸

(44)

` f

˜

λy

˜

ÿ

i

xi _ yi

¸

` p1 ´ λyq

˜

ÿ

i

xi ^ yi

¸¸

(45)

ď λxf

˜

ÿ

i

xi _ yi

¸

` p1 ´ λxqf

˜

ÿ

i

xi ^ yi

¸

(46)

` λyf

˜

ÿ

i

xi _ yi

¸

` p1 ´ λyqf

˜

ÿ

i

xi ^ yi

¸

(47)

“ f

˜

ÿ

i

xi _ yi

¸

` f

˜

ÿ

i

xi ^ yi

¸

(48)

where the inequality follows from the convexity of f . Hence gpX ^Y q ` gpX _Y q ´

gpXq ´gpY q ě 0 and so g is supermodular. In particular, ιSeppXq is both super and
submodular, and hence does not change with e, whereas ιAggpXq is supermodular.

Then from Denuit et al. (2006), we have that EpιAggpXqq decreases with (diversifica-
tion increasing effort) e. Hence the fiscal externality is positive under the aggregate
policy at any effort level, in particular the optimum. On the other hand, as noted,
there is no fiscal externality under the separate policy, as changing correlation does
not affect payouts. This completes the proof.

D.6 Proof of Proposition 7

Proof. The planner sets payouts in each state of the world pι1, . . . , ιSq to maximize

max
pι1,...,ιSq

EX

«

u

˜

ÿ

i

xi ` ιpXq ´ p, ψ

¸ff

(49)
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noting that πX “ πXpeq and that e is chosen by the farmer who optimizes given
pι1, . . . , ιSq.

The first order condition with respect to the payout in a particular state s, ιs, is
given by

πsu1pXsq ´
Bp

Bιs
EX

“

u1 pXq
‰

`
de

dιs
d

de
EX rupXqs

looooooooomooooooooon

“0 by envelope thm

. (50)

But Bp
Bιs has direct and behavioral components. Specifically we have:

dp

dιs
“

d

dιs

ÿ

x“1,...,s,...,S

ιxπxpeq (51)

“ πs `
de

dιs

ÿ

x“1,...,s,...,S

ιx
d

de
πxpeq (52)

“ πs `
de

dιs
Ex

„

ιx

πx
d

de
πxpeq

ȷ

(53)

“ πs ` Ex

„

ιx

ιs
ϵπX ,ιs

ȷ

(54)

recalling that ϵπX ,ιS “
dπxpeq

dιs
ιs

πx is the elasticity of the probability of being in
(generic) state x with respect to the payout in (specific) state ιs.

Rearranging yields

u1pXsq ´ EX ru1pXqs

EX ru1pXqs
“

EX

”

ιX

ιS
ϵπx,ιs

ı

πs
(55)

as required.

D.7 Proof of Proposition 8

Proof. The individual chooses e to satisfy the first order condition:

2
`

κ1peq ` p1 ´ 2ppeqqp1peq
˘

upι1 ´ l ´ τ ` wq `
`

2pppeq ´ 1qp1peq ´ κ1peq
˘

upιB ´ 2l ´ τ ` wq

` upw ´ τq
`

2ppeqp1peq ´ κ1peq
˘

´ ψ1peq “ 0.

The budget constraint is τ Ñ 2ι1pκpeq`p1´ppeqqppeqq`ιB
`

p1 ´ ppeqq2 ´ κpeq
˘

. The
planner’s problem, after substituting this in, is given by, again where we suppress
the dependence of e and on ι1, ιB:
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max
ι1,ιB

´ψpeq`
`

pppeq ´ 1q2 ´ κpeq
˘

uppιB ´ 2ι1qκpeq ` ppeqpp2ι1 ´ ιBqppeq ´ 2ι1 ` 2ιBq ´ 2l ` wq

` 2
`

κpeq ´ ppeq2 ` ppeq
˘

u
`

ιB
`

κpeq ´ pppeq ´ 1q2
˘

´ 2ι1
`

κpeq ´ ppeq2 ` ppeq
˘

` ι1 ´ l ` w
˘

`
`

ppeq2 ´ κpeq
˘

u
`

ιB
`

κpeq ´ pppeq ´ 1q2
˘

´ 2ι1
`

κpeq ´ ppeq2 ` ppeq
˘

` w
˘

For ease of exposition, define consumption if two, one or zero losses occur respec-
tively as:

c2 “ pιB ´ 2ι1qκpeq ` ppeqpp2ι1 ´ ιBqppeq ´ 2ι1 ` 2ιBq ´ 2l ` w

c1 “ ιB
`

κpeq ´ pppeq ´ 1q2
˘

´ 2ι1
`

κpeq ´ ppeq2 ` ppeq
˘

` ι1 ´ l ` w

c0 “ ιB
`

κpeq ´ pppeq ´ 1q2
˘

´ 2ι1
`

κpeq ´ ppeq2 ` ppeq
˘

` w.

Moreover, define

χ “ p2ι1´ιBq
Be

BιB

`

2ppeqp1peq ´ κ1peq
˘

`2pιB´ι1q
Be

BιB
p1peq`κpeq´ppppeq´2qppeqq´1.

The planner’s FOC with respect to ιB can then be written:

0 “upc0q
Be

BιB

`

2ppeqp1peq ´ κ1peq
˘

` χu1pc0q
`

ppeq2 ´ κpeq
˘

` 2upc1q
Be

BιB

`

κ1peq ` p1 ´ 2ppeqqp1peq
˘

` 2χu1pc1q
`

κpeq ´ ppeq2 ` ppeq
˘

` upc2q
Be

BιB

`

2pppeq ´ 1qp1peq ´ κ1peq
˘

` pχ` 1qu1pc2q
`

pppeq ´ 1q2 ´ κpeq
˘

´
Be

BιB
ψ1peq.

After applying the envelope theorem from the farmer’s FOC the planner’s FOC
becomes:

0 “χppeq2u1pc0q ´ χκpequ1pc0q ´ 2χppeq2u1pc1q ` 2χppequ1pc1q ` 2χκpequ1pc1q

` χppeq2u1pc2q ´ 2χppequ1pc2q ` ppeq2u1pc2q ´ 2ppequ1pc2q ´ χκpequ1pc2q

´ κpequ1pc2q ` χu1pc2q ` u1pc2q.

Substituting

Eru1s “
`

p1 ´ pq2 ´ κ
˘

u1pw´2l`ιB´τq`p2pp1 ´ pq ` κqu1pw´l`ι1´τq`
`

p2 ´ κ
˘

u1pw´τq
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and expanding χ yields

0 “Eru1s

ˆ

p2ι1 ´ ιBq
Be

BιB

`

2ppeqp1peq ´ κ1peq
˘

` 2pιB ´ ι1qp1peq
Be

BιB
` κpeq ´ ppppeq ´ 2qppeqq ´ 1

˙

` u1pc2q
`

pppeq ´ 1q2 ´ κpeq
˘

.

Rearranging this yields the desired expression.

D.8 Proof of Proposition 9

Proof. Write EpY1q “ EpY2q “ Ȳ . We use the identities:

V arpXY q “ V arpXqV arpY q ` V arpXqȲ 2 ` V arpY qp̄Xq2 (56)

and when CovpX,Y1q “ CovpX,Y2q “ 0 then

CovpXY1, XY2q “ V arpXqȲ 2 ` CovpY1, Y2qX̄2 ` CovpY1, Y2qV arpXq. (57)

Computing we have that

CorrpR1, R2q “
Ȳ 2V arpP q ` P̄ 2CovpY1, Y2q ` V arpP qCovpY1, Y2q

Ȳ 2V arpP q ` V arpP qV arpY q ` V arpY qP̄ 2
.

Hence, if CovpY1, Y2q ě we have that

CorrpR1, R2q ě CorrpY1, Y2q ðñ
Ȳ 2V arpP q ` P̄ 2CovpY1, Y2q ` V arpP qCovpY1, Y2q

Ȳ 2V arpP q ` V arpP qV arpY q ` V arpY qP̄ 2
ě
CovpY1, Y2q

V arpY q

ðñ
Ȳ 2V arpP q 1

CovpY1,Y2q
` P̄ 2 ` V arpP q

Ȳ 2V arpP q 1
V arpY q

` V arpP q ` P̄ 2
ě 1

ðñ Ȳ 2V arpP q
1

CovpY1, Y2q
ě Ȳ 2V arpP q

1

V arpY q

ðñ V arpY q ě CovpY1, Y2q

which always holds (this just says, rearranged, that the correlation coefficient is less
than 1. If CovpY1, Y2q ď 0 then we would reverse the inequality twice going from
the first to second and third to fourth lines, arriving at the same expression.
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D.9 Proof of Lemma 2.1

Proof. Recalling that ApXq “
ř

iXi, clearly pApXq ´ EpApXqqq
2 is a convex func-

tion ofX. It follows that V arpApXqq “ pApXq ´ EpApXqqq
2

ď pApY q ´ EpApY qqq
2

“

V arpApY qq when X À Y by Denuit et al. (2006).
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